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Executive Summary 

This report details the results of a project undertaken by The Office for the 
Study of Automotive Trans ortation (OSAT) for the Science Council of Canada. The 
report draws on a series o i' interviews, available public data, and OSAT analysis to 
evaluate the current role of and likely prospects for Canadian R&D activity in the 
automotive sector. 

Estimates of North American automotive R&D expenditures vary widely, 
reflecting differing definitions of what activities constitute R&D, differing definitions 
of the automotive industry, and different sources. Estimates from industry sources 
are generally higher than public estimates, often by a factor of two to three. 
Interviewees estimate a range of $15 to $20 billion in 1989, while public estimates 
are on the order of some $7.5 billion. Roughly half of these total expenditures are 
funded by the Big Three, although both the NAMs (North American subsidiaries of 
offshore automotive manufacturers) and part suppliers will increase their levels in 
the future. 

The bulk of automotive R&D expenditures (72%) are incurred in applications 
R&D, the t e that is "closest to market" and farthest from "pure" science. Perhaps YP two-thirds o this application R&D is targeted to product efforts, especially vehicles, 
although our res ondents anticipate a shift to process efforts in the future. Basic 
R&D receives as I' ittle as 7% of expenditures. The majority of R&D at the Big Three 
is performed in-house, but part suppliers are a major, growing outside source of R&D 
performance. 

Canada's automotive R&D activity, on a per vehicle basis, is probably about 5% 
to 6% of the U.S. level, although our respondents estimate it at nearer parity. 
However, they assign a lower share of basic and developmental R&D to Canada than 
in applications R&D. Mexico's R&D share is small. The United States is the 
generally referred site for automotive R&D, reflected in its 84% share of the total, 
although 8 anada is a strong contender in certain materials for which it is a source. 
These patterns have been stable over the past decade, and are expected to stay 
relatively stable over the next decade. 

Decisions to site R&D in one or another nation reflect both technical factors, 
like capability, and political considerations, such as corporate relationships and 
image. Generally, the more political implications in the decision, the higher in the 
corporation it will be made. 

Canada certainly represents an attractive location for automotive R&D siting. 
It has three areas of relatively clear strength compared to the United States: 
government policies that are viewed as more supportive and less burdensome, 
generally lower costs, and certain advantages inhering in its material endowment. 
However, these advantages may not be not especially significant w.hen stacked up 
against the many areas where Canada and the United States are comparable, or the 
United States holds an advantage, including its developed infrastructure and 
tradition of automotive R&D. 

In a sense, Canada suffers from being insufficiently distinct from the United 
States, both in terms of its endowments and in the views of decision-makers. This 
results in Canada receiving consideration only at the second stage of R&D siting 
decisions, and may limit its opportunities to secure R&D work. However, Mexico is 



considered quite distinctly, and that has not led to increases in R&D, nor does it 
currently represent much of a threat to existing R&D activity in Canada and the 
United States. 

There are a number of possible strategies for increasing Canada's automotive 
R&D, some focused on enhancing Canada's current strengths and others on 
ameliorating its weaknesses. Of course, effective strategies must reflect a realistic 
appraisal of the developing trends in automotive R&D as well as Canada's situation 
and otential. In all probability, such strategies will target efforts to sustainable, P smal increments in automotive R&D. Canada should seek to distinguish itself from 
other R&D locations, and this is probably most easily accomplished in selected, 
focused areas. It probably makes sense to develop an area of R&D expertise that 
addresses a material, a process, a product (family), or an intersection of all three. 
One clear way to bolster such efforts would be to create a center of expertise in a 
selected rnaterial(s) in the Canadian university system, or to focus on emerging 
areas, such as the Intelligent Vehicle Highway System (TVHS). 

Government incentives can play a role in attractin R&D, although perhaps 
more through broad efforts in education and improving t ! e business environment, 
rather than through targeted activities like tax credits. Canada might well benefit 
from an easy immigration policy for technical and engineerin personnel, and 
perhaps even a targeted recruitment of such immigrants, to provi d e an experienced 
automotive R&D cadre. Government might support an automotive R&D service 
function, providing services to user companies, or even establish a broad-based 
automotive research laboratory at a Canadian university. Canadian universities 
could strengthen programs that provide training at the interface of engineering 
disciplines, or even provide training in systems approaches to engineering. 

However, Canada must ask itself a fundamental question: should it seek to 
increase its 'low" rate of automotive R&D relative to the United States, or should it 
concentrate its efforts on protecting and increasing its relatively "high" rate of 
assembly activity? 
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I. Introduction 

Backmound. Industrial research and development (R&D) is increasingly 
viewed as an important component of manufacturing competitiveness for both firms 
and countries. For many firms, such R&D is a critical capability for producing new 
products for rapidly changing markets that are increasingly served by international 
competitors. For countries, industrial R&D capability is often viewed as an 
important attribute for independently attracting and holding other industrial 
activity, such as manufacturing jobs. 

The Canadian automotive industry today primarily consists of facilities owned 
by Canadian subsidiaries of the US. Big Three.1 Most of these facilities are final 
assembly operations for passenger cars, vans, and light duty trucks, and much of 
their production is targeted to the U.S. market. While Canadian share of U.S. and 
Canadian vehicle assembly has risen sharp1 since the creation of the 1965 Auto 
Pact, and even risen somewhat through t < e decade of the 1980s, this has not 
resulted in matching levels of expansion in Canadian automotive R&D, nor in 
accompanying supplier activity. In a sense, then, Canada's role in automotive 
production continues to depend heavily on its integration with Big Three activity 
elsewhere, especially in the United States. 

Over the past 15 years, the Big Three have faced a serious competitive 
challenge from the Japanese automotive manufacturers in both U.S. and Canadian 
markets, and this challenge has grown as these manufacturers have established 
production facilities throughout the United States, Canada, and Mexico. The Big 
Three response to this challenge has involved a number of strate 'c decisions that 
potentially affect Canada's role in their operations. First, initi a f  y forced by local 
content laws, but now driven more by the pull of less expensive labor, the Big Three 
have all significantly expanded their operations in Mexico, and that presents a 
possible threat to their activity levels in both the United States and Canada. Second, 
both Ford and GM have increased their investment levels in their European 

'~hrysler, Ford, and General Motors (GM), the traditional North American automotive manufacturers. 
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operations. Thus Canada may eventually be part of a smaller U.S. and Canadian 
portion of Big Three global activities. 

, A more directed outcome of the Ja anese challen e has been a strategic F reconsideration of R&D at the Big Three, ocused especi 3 y on the issue of what 
units or companies should perform such activity, and where it should be sited. In 
particular, the second half of the 1980s has witnessed varying efforts to "outsource" 
engineering work, to have it performed at suppliers of parts and components, and 
specialized engineering service (ES) suppliers as well. This same time eriod has a seen part and component purchases re-sourced fkom traditional U.S. an Canadian 
suppliers not only to Mexico, but to a variety of producers outside North America as 
well. This is rimarily driven by cost considerations. Some re-sourcing of R&D work P has also deve oped, and more might develop in the future. 

Canada clearly has two interests in automotive R&D work. First, such work 
might provide a more independent anchor for Canada's current automotive economy, 
and an attraction for the further e ansion of that activity. This may become 
increasingly important as other pro 7 ucing areas improve, and Canada's relative 
advantages narrow? Second, R&D activity provides well-paying, skilled work in its 
own right, and increasing R&D activity therefore offers direct economic benefits. 

Overview. The Office for the Study of Automotive Transportation (OSAT) has 
performed a study and analysis of the automotive R&D process and the decisions 
controlling where that work will be performed. The primary focus of this effort was 
the geographical siting; of automotive R&D, and the factors that promote or inhibit 
the selection of certain locations for such activity. Recent developments and changes 
in the focus and patterns of automotive R&D sourcing, particularly in regard to the 
roles of different functions, firms, and agencies in this process, constitute an 
important secondary emphasis. 

The purpose of this report is to provide the client, the Science Council of 
Canada, the results of the study and our observations on possible strategies for 
increasing automotive R&D work in Canada. In addition to this introduction, the 
report encompasses four sections that parallel the major tasks of the project. Section 
I1 describes and analyzes major recent trends and likely future developments in 
automotive industry R&D work, highlighting the decisional context for locating such 
work organizationally. Section I11 examines the geographical distribution of North 
American automotive E D ,  again focusing especially on the process and criteria 
governing this process. Section IV identifies Canada's current strengths and 
weaknesses as a location for automotive R&D. Finally, Section V reviews some of 
Canada's options for increasing its attractiveness as an R&D location, including 
enhancing its current strengths and ameliorating its weaknesses. 

'A recent survey of supplier attitudes about potential production sites found that Canada had declined an average of 0.4 scale 
points (on a five point scale) on five performance dimensions, compared to a survey conducted about 20 months earlier. This 
included a 0.4 point decline on "technical capability." Canada also declined an average of 0.2 points on five dimensions of 
attractiveness as a site for production. The earlier results are from Flynn, Michael S. and David J. Andrea "Capacity, 
Competition, and Change: The 1988/1989 Supplier Survey," OSAT, June 1989, 32 pp. (Permission to report these 1990 results 
was granted by the contracting agency, an economic development unit of an EEC country.) 
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The report includes a major separate essa , Appendix I. This essay, drawing 
on other sources of data, also addresses some oft  K e issues covered in the interviews. 
It provides estimates of R&D expenditure atterns and reviews the effectiveness of 
investment tax credits as an incentive for h D. It also analyzes Canada's relevant 
labor endowment, and describes Canada's contract engineering sector, an 
increasingly important source of engineering for the traditional North American Big 
Three. 

Method. We collected information from a structured set of interviews 
covering a wide range of topics. This instrument is attached as Appendix 11. 
Interview topics include: the current distribution of R&D, significant developments 
or changes since 1980, and likely developments by 2000, perceptions of Canada's 
strengths and weaknesses for both t es of E D ,  and any external barriers to or 
facilitators of Canadian location for suc ? work. 

Information from these interviews is supplemented by the essay in Appendix 
I. Drawing on publicly available data, this essay addresses an important subset of 
the issues covered in our interviews, including levels of automotive R&D 
expenditures in Canada and the United States, and factors that may render a 
location relatively more or less attractive as an R&D site. This essay, then, permits 
some comparison of the interview respondents' perceptions and attitudes with the 
reality revealed by official reports and statistics. 

Res~ondents. We interviewed nine respondents for this project. Our strategy 
for securing respondents relied on nominations by OSAT staff, well placed executives 
in the industry, and initially nominated personnel from the companies themselves. 
This process identified engineering/technical personnel with broad experience and 
overview of R&D efforts, often at the industry level as well as within their own 
companies. They include seven executives with the Big Three and two executives of 
large engineering service (ES) firms. Both ES executives have extensive prior 
experience at major part and component suppliers, and one of them has been 
Director of R&D at such a parts supplier. We are persuaded that the experience and 
knowledge of these respondents make them appropriate and useful sources of the 
information required for this project. 

Our efforts to obtain interviews at transplant manufacturers, or NAMs3, have 
been unsuccessful. Why we have experienced this difficulty is unclear. In some 
cases, we simply have not been able to establish contact with identified personnel in 
spite of repeated efforts. In one case, the appropriate company representative, after 
numerous contacts, eventually refused to arrange an interview, stating that all their 
R&D would continue to be performed in Japan.4 This project is not alone in failing to 
gain research access to the NAMs. The source of this reluctance of the NAMs is 
unclear. It might reflect a general company preference for restricting information, or 
an unwillingness, or perhaps simply an inability, of their North American-sited 
employees to make these decisions. Our own suspicion is that it is at least in part 
due to the NAMs' own uncertainties in regard to future R&D siting.. We suspect that 
these policies are now under development and not yet finalized, and that these 
companies, as others, are reluctant to discuss policy decisions and issues that are not 
yet resolved. 

3 ~ o r  New American Manufacturer, an acronym these companies seem to prefer to the more temporary flavor of "transplant" 
4 ~ h i s  is diff~cult to accept, since this company has established an R&D center and design facilities in the United States, and, 
according to a recent Economist Intelligence Unit Report, plans to perform a third of its R&D in North America 
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This failure to access the NAMs is somewhat ameliorated by information 
shared by two of our Big Three interviewees. One of these respondents has 
completed an extensive, high level assignment in Japan with an aMiliated 
manufacturer, including exposure to its R&D efforts. Another has performed 
extensive analysis of Japanese automotive indust R&D ractices. Both these 
executives shared their views on Japanese R&D an likely orth American activity 
with the Project! 

7 3 
Data. These interview responses do not support statistical analysis because 

the respondents do not constitute an appropriate sample for such techniques. Nor, 
in most instances, do they lend themselves to tabular presentation because their low 
number does not require such a summary approach. However, they still are a useful 
and potentially rich source of information because of the experience and expertise of 
the respondents. We will draw on these responses to develop an overall snapshot of 
current and likely developments in R&D, and to highlight the insights these 
respondents provide. 

Section 11: Developments and Trends in Automotive R&D 

This section describes and analyzes major recent trends and likely future 
developments in automotive industry R&D work, highlighting the decisional context 
for locating such work organizationally. 

T p e s  of automotive R&D. The project attempted to address three forms or 
variants of industrial R&D, and these definitions were presented at the initiation of 
the interview. The first type is basic or 'breakthrough" research, where the effort is 
targeted on new discoveries in the basic sciences and the applications to product, 
process, or materials technology is speculative rather than established. This type of 
R&D fulfills even the most restrictive definitions, and is the most heavily tilted to 
the research component of R&D. The second type is developmental engineering or 
"innovation," where the effort builds on established basic science and focuses on 
developing new product, process, or materials technology for automotive application. 
This type of R&D focuses on the commercial development of the kind of discoveries 
that might be yielded by basic research of the f i s t  type. The third type, a~~lications 
engineering or "adaptation," where both the basic science and technology are 
established, focuses on adapting or enhancing its implementation in product, process, 
or materials. This type of R&D is incremental in approach, and is frequently tied to 
a specific developmental program, such as a new vehicle. It also includes many 
expenditures that are typically excluded from research and monitoring definitions of 
R&D. 

The North American automotive industry engages in all three types of R&D, 
in varying mixes over time. Most importantly, for purposes of this report, the 
industry does not attempt to distinguish carefully among them, and often includes 
other expenditures under the rubric of R&D. Thus expenditures that might be 
better categorized elsewhere are often included as R&D. For example, this happens 
with capital expenditure for new tooling and new products, with respondents on 
occasion including entire costs of new vehicle programs and plant modernizations 
under one or another of these three types of R&D. Routine expenditures for product 

' ~ ~ ~ e n d i x  III contains two general industly press articles that review what is commonly known, suspected, and speculated about 
NAM R&D intentions in regard to North American siting. 
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testing and routine technical services are often included as well. Consequently, the 
levels and distributions reported by our interview respondents differ from the 
estimates provided in Appendix I, and, to a certain extent, reflect a different, more 
industry-oriented view of R&D. 

Our respondents provided numerous examples of each of these three types of 
R&D that their companies and others have pursued over the past decade. Examples 
of basic research include research in ceramics, base metal catalysts to replace 
platinum in exhaust systems, friction materials, powdered metallurgy, fiberoptics, 
dense magnetic material for use in small motors, and electro-rheolo cal fluids that 
change viscosity with a change in voltage applied across the fluid. 8 f course, all of 
these efforts are at least theoretically tied to possible improvements in the vehicle or 
its component systems. For example, base metal catalysts reduce costs, electro- 
rheological fluids can provide enhanced performance, and denser magnetic materials 
permit motor weight reductions. Even basic research in industry is typically tied to a 
product, rather than constituting science for science's sake. 

Industry efforts in innovation or developmental engineering span an equally 
wide ran e, although more such efforts were common across the companies. The !i industry as invested heavily in material develo ment efforts over the ast decade, 
especially driven by the emphasis on weight re f uction to meet the U. 8 Corporate 
Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards and competitive cost pressures. Numerous 

new P olymer-based materials have gone from the labs to installation on-board 
vehic es during that time, including various plastic and composite panels. Electronic 
and electro-mechanical controls, for emission control, fuel economy, and driveability 
have been major areas of developmental engineering effort. Perhaps the most 
publicized development has been the variety of antilock braking systems that have 
become available over the past decade, and have already become standard equipment 
on some light trucks and passenger cars. 

These respondents reported numerous examples of application engineering, 
including enhanced computerization of processes and communication, expansion of 
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) systems, 
refinement of plastic and metal processing and product technology, and 
improvements in a range of electronic controls and sensors. 

Levels and distribution of R&D emenditures. As the discussion in Ap endix I 
indicates, estimates of automotive R&D spending are variable, reflectin di erences 
in both definitions of R&D and definitions of what companies are inc f uded fF in the 
automotive industry. The interviews indicated that our respondents were not 
always clear, nor in agreement with each other, on exactly where to classify various 
efforts. Unfortunately, exact classification probably requires far more detailed 
information on projects than either these respondents or OSAT could hope to 
develop. Nevertheless, we asked our respondents to estimate the total 1989 
expenditures of the North American industry, including both manufacturers and 
suppliers, for all three t es of R&D. Not surprisingly, the estimates varied widely: 
from $12 billion to $22 Yg illion. Even the low estimate exceeds the definitionally 
more restrictive NSF results ($7.5 billion) and the more industry restrictive 
Businessweek estimates ($10.3 billion) reported in Appendix I. 
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Our re ondents estimate that 1989 levels are u a bit over the past, perhaps "P E on the order o 5% to 10% in real dollars. Competition as driven R&D expenditures 
up, as model proliferation, plant investments, regulations, and necessary quality 
improvements have all requred R&D investment. As one res ondent put it, the 
North American companies have recognized that technical a vances are part of 
winning. 

B 
Looking to the future, most of our respondents see little threat to levels of 

North American R&D from other potential sources, although particular areas or 
projects may be shift between North America and other locations. In particular, 
Japan is not seen as a direct threat to R&D activity, although increased sales of 
Japanese vehicles in North America would perhaps lead to some decrease in Big 
Three levels. This may be somewhat compensated by a shift of some Japanese 
manufacturer R&D to North America. Both Ireland and Eastern Europe were 
identified as potential R&D sites because of availability of technical and engineering 
personnel. 

These executives estimate that automotive R&D expenditures are allocated 
about 7% to basic research, 21% to developmental engineering, and 72% to 
applications engineering. There was little disagreement on basic research, with all 
respondents estimating between 5% and 10%.6 There was some disagreement in 
regard to the other two t es of R&D, with a few respondents seeing little more 
allocated to developmentfingineering than to basic research, and the vast bulk of 
expenditures in the application area. However, this probably reflected the 
respondents' differing views on how to categorize certain efforts, such as antilock 
brakes, than to substantial differences of opinions. One (non-GM) respondent 
suggested that in the future virtually no truly basic research will be performed in the 
automotive industry, with the possible exception of efforts at GM's Technical Center. 
In his view, the competing needs for engineering dollars in the development and 
application stages will strip the funding for basic research at most automakers. 

Within adaptation or application R&D, roughly two-thirds of expenditures go 
to product efforts and about one-third to process or manufacturing engineering. This 
has shifted over the past five years, with manufacturing engineering receiving a 
larger share than in the ast. Two respondents expect the manufacturing share to 
increase even more as t B e traditional separation between the two disciplines and 
their functional separation within the companies lessens. In any case, the 
integration of product and process development engineering, through efforts like 
simultaneous engineering and design for manufacture, should render this distinction 
not only less clear, but perhaps less important. 

Most product adaptation engineering expenditures are focused on the vehicle, 
simply because the packaging of the parts and components is a major category of 
expense. While it is dimcult to separate the expenditures because many components 
are adapted and redesigned as part of new vehicle programs, it does appear that the 
majority of expenditures are tied to developing vehicles. 

'~ppendix I reports NSF results that suggest that 3.9% of all U.S. industrial research is basic research. These results suggest 
that the automotive industry is probably not substantially different from this overall industry average. 
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It is clear that applications engineering for both products and manufacturing 
processes dominates the R&D budget of the automotive indust , and most of this is 

5 7 in some way tied to new vehicle programs. On1 a small part o these expenditures, 
certainly less than lo%, is applied to basic R& . One respondent su ests that at B most 10% of traditional automotive R&D in North America goes into e orts that are 
not tied to an existing roduct, while 90% is focused in areas of "off the shelf' \ technology. In contrast, e estimates that as much of 30% of R&D at Toyota is to 
develop technology to put "on the shelf' for possible use in the future. 

Sources of automotive R&D. The Big Three atterns of allocating their R&D 
budgets across different R&D sources amear to & er somewhat. Ford and GM 
perf;orm the majority of all three types 'df R&D within their own facilities, while 
Chrysler relies more heavily on outside sources for basic and developmental 
engineering R&D. All three source some basic research from universities and 
participate in industry consortia. This may account for roughly 10% of Ford and GM 
basic research, but perhaps as much of 80 to 90% of Chrysler's. Ford concentrates its 
developmental engineering in-house and at its suppliers of materials, parts, and 
components, and relies even more strongly on its own capabilities for application 
engineering, although also drawing on other manufacturers and its suppliers in this 
area. GM draws more broadly from the available sources for all three types of R&D, 
perhaps performing more developmental engineerin , and a bit less applications f R&D in-house than does Ford. Chrysler is less vertical y integrated than either Ford 
or GM, buying as much as 70% of vehicle value from outside suppliers. This 
undoubtedly accounts for its somewhat lower R&D per vehicle expenditures than 
either Ford or GM, and its greater reliance on outside sources of R&D. GM appears 
to rely more heavily than either Ford or Chrysler on ES firms for applications R&D, 
reflecting perhaps its recent moves to outsource more of its engineering functions. 

All these respondents expect to see increased reliance on outside sources of 
R&D over the coming five to ten years. Some of this shift will be to industry 
consortia, as the legal climate permits more joint efforts, and some will be to 
automotive suppliers. This shifting, or outsourcing, of engineering to part suppliers 
and ES firms is confirmed by other research work, although the pace of this change 
does appear to have slowed somewhat from earlier expectations.' Moreover, Ford 
has already relied on Mazda, one of its alliance partners, to do the bulk of the 
engineering development for the new Escort model. 

One respondent presented an interesting ar ent in regard to the role of 
universities. While respondents generally discusse f- universities in relation to basic 
research, this executive suggested that universities may show a significant activity 
increase in the develo mental type of R&D. He argued that their basic cost 
structure is attractive 1 ecause of effective public subsidies and the presence of a 
large pool of talented, ine ensive labor (graduate students). Furthermore, 
universities can focus their D efforts better than companies that must wrestle 
with day-to-day business concerns. Of course, universities have historically resisted 
R&D work that moves away from the pure science, knowledgefor-the-sake-of- 
knowledge model. However, pressures on university to expand their funding sources 
may alter this attitude in the future. 

"~lynn,  Michael S. "Engineering Outsourcing AIM Newsletter November, 1986 2, 1, pp. 5-6. 
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Funding of automotive R&D. These respondents estimate that the Bi Three 
fund about 50% of the total North American automotive R&D effort, docated 
roughly equal to their sale shares, with perhaps GM a bit higher and Chrysler a bit 
lower on a per vehicle basis. That su gests that GM accounts for somewhat over 50% 
of Big Three expenditures, Ford in t ! e low 30%'s, and Chrysler at about 10 to 15%. 
Probably a bit less than 50% of total North American automotive R&D is funded by 
their suppliers of raw materials, parts, and com onents. The engineering service 
firms do very little independent funding of & D, since most of their contract 
expenditures in this area are funded by the Big Three. The North American 
governments are not seen as si@cant sources of automotive R&D funding. 

Both Businessweek and NSF estimates su gest that the major performers of 
R&D, the manufacturers, account for the vast bu lti of automotive R&D, perhaps over 
90%.8 Our respondents estimate that it is much lower, perhaps only on the order of 
50%. While some of this difference may be due to different definitions of the 
"automotive industry," more is probabl due to differences in definitions of R&D 
work. We suspect that these respon 2' ents include far more routine testing and 
applications engineering R&D in their definitions, and much of this work is 
performed at suppliers. Ultimately, the Big Three may pay for much of this R&D 
performed at su pliers through purchase prices, although it appears that less than 
25% of supplier 1 asic R&D is recoverable from the Big Three. On the other hand, 
R&D work at ES firms is typically negotiated for and billed out as separate items, so 
the Big Three recognize this as R&D they pay for, although it is performed at the ES 
firms. 

At this time, these respondents feel the NAMs are funding very little 
automotive R&D in North America, probably no more than $100 million in 1989, 
although much of their R&D expenditure in Japan is targeted on North America. 
Total Japanese automotive manufacturers' R&D expenditures may be as high as $4 
billion, and perhaps a third of that is in some sense tar eted on North America. 
These respondents do expect to see some increased R& % expenditure in North 
America by the NAMs, although how much of an increase is unclear. Toyota, Honda, 
and Nissan are all installing more R&D capacity in North America, but whether this 
will go beyond design studios and manufacturing engineering support for their North 
American plants is simply not clear. 

Our respondents expect these funding patterns to shift significantly over the 
next five to ten years in a number of other ways as well. First and foremost, they 
expect the Big Three to rely more on their suppliers of raw materials, parts, and 
components to pick up the R&D and en 'neering loads. This is driven by cost 
considerations, but also by the difficulty o P developing and maintaining the human 
resources and expertise required across so many different areas. Second, they do 
expect that the ES suppliers will fund and perform more R&D work, for much the 
same reasons. Third, there may be some shift away from North America as the 
manufacturers around the world develop alliances and the Big Three begin to rely on 
these European and Japanese "partners" to perform engineering work. 

'see Appendix I, pp. 3-4. 
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R&D sourcin~ decisions. Decisions about where to source a particular R&D 
effort are literally made everywhere throughout the levels and functional divisions of 
the Big Three hierarchies. Exactly where such a decision is made depends on the 
specific R&D effort under consideration and its budgetary requirements. The actual 
decision maker can range all the way from a project en eer to the head of advanced 
engineering, the program manager, or vice president o P engineering. Often these top 
managers will make a policy decision to outsource the work, but lower ranking 
managers in engineering and/or purchasing will select the actual source to perform 
the work. 

The grounds for such decisions also v widely from instance to instance. "r Expertise, cost, and confidentiality are probab y the main factors that determine 
whether the R&D work will be performed in-house. If the Big Three believe they 
can perform the work, they will likely do so. If in-house expertise is lacking, or the 
cost of in-house performance is high, or would require adding capacity, and 
confidentiality is less important, then the Big Three are likely to seek outside 
sources. The selection among possible outside sources is typically driven again by 
cost and expertise, although resources to carry a project through to completion, and 
general reputation of the source weigh heavily as well. This decision process 
sug ests that the Big Three essentially reserve a right of "first refusal" for in-house 
per f ormance, and seek outside sources if that is appropriate. That first refusal is 
typically exercised at a fairly high level of management, but the consideration and 
selection among outside sources occurs at varying levels, often fairly low in the 
organizational hierarchy. 

Summarv. These respondents estimate that the North American automotive 
R&D budget for 1989 was in the range of $15 to $20 billion, up some 5% to 10% in 
real dollars over the past five years. Roughly half of these total expenditures are 
funded by the Big Three, although both the NAMs and part suppliers will increase 
their levels in the future. The clear majority of these expenditures (72%) are 
incurred in applications R&D, the type that is "closest to market" and farthest from 
"pure" science. Perhaps two-thirds of this application R&D is targeted to product 
efforts, although our res ondents anticipate a shift to process efforts. Most of 
product R&D is allocate a to vehicles programs. On the other hand, basic R&D 
receives only about 7% of these expenditures. The majority of R&D at the Big Three 
is performed in-house, but part suppliers are a major, growing outside source of R&D 
performance. 
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Section 111: Geographical Distribution ofAutomotiue R&D 

This Section examines the national distribution of North American 
automotive R&D. North America offers three national sites for R&D, as it does for 
production: Canada, Mexico, and the United States. Our research effort again 
focused especially on the process and criteria governing geographical site selection. 

National distribution of R&D. Our res ondents believe that the 
overwhelming majority, at least 87%, of basic and deve P opmental automotive R&D in 
North America is sited in the United States. They r e ~ o r t  virtuallv no basic or 
developmental research activities in Mexico, 2%, andVno more than li% in Canada. 
Applications R&D reveals a different pattern, with U.S. share fallin to about 79%, 
Mexico doubling to 4%, and Canada's share rising to just over 17%. 8 urnming these 
estimates, weighted b our respondents' estimates of the distribution of R&D by B type, yields a total U. R&D share of 81%, a total Canadian share of just over 15%, 
and a total Mexican share of just over 3%. 

Here our estimates differ substantially from the patterns revealed in official 
statistics. Those sources suggest that the R&D intensity of the Canadian automotive 
industry, on a production corrected basis, is on the order of 5% to 6% that of the U.S. 
industry.9 Our interview estimates portray a level that approximates the U.S. level, 
with about 15% of R&D expenditures and assembly activity located in Canada. 
Again, we stress that differing definitions of "&DM and "automotive industry" 
probably apply to all these sources. In particular, our definition of "applications 
R&DN reflects industry views, but includes many expenditures normally excluded 
from R . D .  

Additionally, our respondents estimated in 5% intervals, and estimated 
Canada, then Mexico, and the balance to the United States. A reverse order of 
estimation might have yielded different results, as might the use of finer intervals. 
If we adjust these figures for our respondents' reports of how closely their own 
company's expenditures match their estimates of industry expenditures, Canada's 
shares fall to just under 9% in basic and developmental and 15% in applications R&D, 
for a total share of just over 13%, or about 16% of U.S. levels. These adjusted 
estimates of Canadian share of basic and developmental R&D suggest e uivalent 

estimates presented in Appendix I. 
B research intensity between the two industries, and are still quite different rom the 

In our judgement, these estimates err by overestimating Canadian and 
Mexican shares and underestimating U.S. shares. The lower estimates of Canadian 
R&D levels compared to US. levels provided in the Appendix are undoubtedly better 
approximations to reality than are these interview estimates. 

However, these interview estimates do have some value. In particular, they 
suggest that Canadian R&D share is larger at the applications R&D sta e than at k either the basic or developmental stage. This is consistent with other in ormation. 
On the one hand, the major technical and engineering centers of the Big Three are 
all located in the United States, and these centers are important for both basic and 
developmental R&D. On the other hand, the distribution of final vehicle assembly 

'see Appendix I, pp. 6-8. Note that total automotive R&D spending in Canada may be more on the order of 1% to 2% of U.S. 
levels. 
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activity follows a different pattern, since Canada accounted for just under 15% of 
1980 U.S. and Canadian vehicle assemblies, and just over 15% of 1989 assemblies. 
Canada has also seen sigdicant comparative plant investments over the past five 
years. The focus of application R&D on vehicle programs and the shift in application 
R&D expenditure to process efforts both suggest the importance of final assembly 
activity in these expenditures. 

We asked our respondents to identify which of these three countries 
represents the preferred site for R&D activity, and whether that preference varies 
depending on a ran e of specific factors. Most respondents indicated that the United t States represents t e generally preferred site, largely reflecting its current level of 
engineering and R&D activity. Most respondents mentioned at some point in these 
interviews that proximity in R&D is important, and that proximity means nearness 
to other R&D activity more than to manufacturing or assembly plants. They appear 
to view the synergies provided to R&D as important advantages fostered by close 
location of R&D facilities to each other. The preference for keeping basic research 
confidential also favors its performance in existlng U.S. facilities. 

Beyond this general preference for the United States, respondents indicated a 
number of specific preferences for Canada and none for Mexico. At the most general 
level, these preferences for Canada are all tied to its im ortance as a raw material R supplier, and its current and potential expertise tied to t ose materials. Somewhat 
surprisin ly, this general preference for the United States seems to vary little by 
type of F& D, product, process, in-house execution, or size of expenditure. In a sense, 
that reinforces the point that it is indeed a strong general preference. 

Our respondents feel that these distributions of R&D activity across Canada, 
Mexico, and the United States have been stable over the past decade. One 
respondent thought that there might have been some marginal increase in R&D 
activity in Canada, but that this would have been at other companies. These 
executives generally expect that there will be no real shifts in these patterns over 
the coming decade, althou h one thinks that Canada might see an increase of 5% to 4 10% in its share because o its capabilities and a shift of ES activity to Canada to be 
close to assembly plants. Three other respondents noted that any shifts that might 
develop would likely occur as a result of Big Three outsourcin of R&D to part & suppliers and ES firms. As the Big Three outsource some D activities, the 
national siting of these activities will depend on where these companies have or 
choose to open facilities. To the extent that other countries pose some threat to 
North American R&D levels, the level of the threats to Canada, Mexico, and the 
United States does not differ. 

R&D sit in^ decisions. Our respondents paint quite different pictures of where 
most decisions on siting R&D are made, and these views to some extent reflect what 
they feel are the grounds for such decisions. In general, all see these decisions being 
made at fairly high levels, but the exact level varies from engineering directors at the 
relevant unit all the way to the CEO and even the Board of Directors. The more 
general the political and image implications of the decision are, the higher the level 
of effective decision-making. 

The grounds for siting R&D in different nations reflect a mixture of technical 
and political factors. More technical factors and considerations include the 
availability of expertise and facilities, and sometimes more specific considerations, 
like climate for hot and cold weather testing. More political considerations include 
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company image, policies of the potential host governments, and possible union (UAW 
and CAW) reaction. 

However, these general considerations can lead to quite different specific 
outcomes. One company may kee work at a current site to maintain its relations 
with local unions and/or current \ ost governments, while another may seek new 
sites to avoid too much dependency on a union of government. Image, too, is a 
consideration that can have quite different specific applications. One company may 
locate its facilities close to its customer plants to foster the image of a "good supplier," 
while another may locate close to its customers' R&D facilities to provide the 
opportunity of communicating an image of technical sophistication and concern for 
co~perat ion.~~ 

Summary. Canada's automotive R&D activity is probably at about 5% to 6% of 
the U.S. level, although our respondents estimate it at nearer parity. These 
respondents are probably correct in assigning a lower share of basic and 
develo mental R&D to Canada than in applications R&D. Mexico's R&D share is F small or all three types of automotive R&D. The United States is the generally 
preferred site for automotive R&D, reflected in its 84% share of the total, although 
Canada is a stron contender in certain materials R&D, reflecting its role as a source 3 for these materi s. These patterns have been stable over the past decade, and are 
expected to stay relatively stable over the next decade. 

Decisions to site R&D in one or another nation reflect both technical factors, 
like ca ability, and political considerations, such as relationships and ima e. 9 
corporation it will be made. 

t Gener ly, the more political implications in the decision, the higher in t e 

Section N: Canada's Strengths and Weaknesses 

This section focuses on respondents' views of Canada's current strengths and 
weaknesses as a location for automotive R&D, comparing and contrasting them with 
their views of the United States. 

Canada's strentzths. These respondents see many advantages to Canada as a 
location for automotive R&D. In the general area of government policy, some, but 
not all of these respondents see definite advantages to locating R&D in Canada. 
They mentioned the Canadian government's a gressive polic in support of R&D in 3 2' general and in specific research areas, like du fuel cars an crash studies, as well. 
They also mentioned tax and energy policies. Some other governmental policy 
advantages in Canada emerged as the respondents identified U.S. weaknesses: 
environmental, workplace health and safety regulations, and anti-trust policies are 
all seen as less burdensome in Canada. 

Canada receives high marks for its general human resources and technical 
manpower, and its strong universities. Respondents also note that frequently lower 
costs, language and cultural similarity, and proximity all make Canada attractive to 
U.S. decision-makers and employees who might have to be relocated. 

l O ~ o t e  that this proximity can also lead to quite different outcomes, depending on how a company answers the question 
"proximity to what?" 
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Canada has some major attractions in specific areas of automotive R&D. It is 
a major source for automotive aluminum, a material that has seen increased usage in 
the face of pressures for vehicle weight reduction. Ford, for example, has an 
aluminum foundry and casting plant in Essex, and such facilities might draw R&D 
activity, especially if Canada develo s broader expertise in aluminum. Canada is also 
a ma'or source for natural gas, an j this fuel, in both compressed (CNG) and liquid 
( L N ~ )  form, is an im ortant alternative fuel candidate and the tar et of some R&D i activity. Canada also as some R&D strength in the powdered met 8 s. 

Canada's weaknesses. If Canada offers a location that is, in some senses, close 
to the North American automotive engineering and R&D facilities centered in the 
Detroit area, it is still farther away than many possible locations in southeast 
Michigan. One respondent suggested that this very roximity would make it difficult 
to justify investments in Canada that would often a uplicate existing investments in 
the United States. Moreover, the trip crosses an international boundary, presenting 
its own types of custom delays and problems, via a tunnel or bridge that present 
simple but aggravating traffic delays. A number of respondents mentioned problems 
with moving R&D material, from computer rograms, drawings, and designs to 
experimental and prototype products, across t g e border. Such goods are dutiable, 
often at the value of the project, and require time-consuming evaluation at the 
border. 

Respondents noted the lack of a developed infrastructure for automotive R&D 
in Canada, including some feeling that the ES sector is weak. Nor were all 
respondents enthusiastic about Canada's human resources in the technical area, 
expressing a feelin that while they were acceptable in terms of skill, there is not an 
abundant supply o f them. Some res ondents specifically raised the issue of language 
unrest in Canada as a concern, an d' one suggested that Canadian unions are more 
radical than those in the United States. 

While Canada possesses natural advantages in certain materials areas, our 
respondents raised some concerns about Canada's ability to exploit these areas. This 
is particularly problematic if automotive R&D activity moves to the su plier level of 
the industry. Canada is somewhat hurt by its lack of major, indepen B ent suppliers 
with the resources and experience to pursue aggressively the potential opportunities 
in R&D. 

In terms of potential NAM R&D investments, Canada suffers a major 
handicap. Whatever advanta es Canada might rovide the NAMs, it a pears that 
trade friction with the Unite % States is one o f t  B eir major concerns. T R ~ ~  are not 
simply interested in locating work outside Japan to avoid bilateral friction, but wish 
to develop visible activity in the United States to mute that friction. In all likelihood, 
then, the substantial bulk of NAM R&D activity that comes to North America will be 
sited in the United States. 

Canada compared to the United States. Canada seems to face three major 
handicaps in comparison to the United States as a location for automotive R . D .  
First, its areas of strength are largely areas of U.S. strength, and only in areas of cost 
and government policy is Canada seen as more attractive, and one respondent 
described these as minor differences in any case. Its universities are seen as strong, 
but no stronger, and perha s not quite as strong as U.S. universities; at any rate, 
they are certainly less well I n  own to U.S. decision-makers. Its workforce is as good 
as, but not better than, the U.S. workforce. Its culture and language may be similar 
to the U.S.'s, but they are not the same. 
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Second, whatever advantages Canada might confer, those advantages accrue 
to the com anies only after they make the substantial investments required to 

.overcome t B e developed tradition, infrastructure, and momentum of automotive 
R&D in the United States. These are not trivial advantages to overcome, and they 
even apply to decisions about new investments, if one feels, as do these respondents, 
that there is an concentrating R&D work to ca ture synergies. 
In a sense, no compelling reasons to si d icantly shift its 
R&D activities to to continue its current patterns. 

Third, erhaps Canada's biggest handicap is that it is insufEciently 
distinguished f! om the United States in the view of automotive decision-makers. 
The long history of integration of the U.S. and Canadian activities of the Big Three 
and many of their suppliers has resulted in the United States and Canada becoming a 
blurred distinction to many industry articipants on both sides of the border. While 
this has clear advanta es to Cana a, it sometimes imposes handicaps. These f i 
decision-makers are like y to accord Canada the same decisional status as a U.S. state 
like Michigan or Ohio. That means that the first stage decision--whether or not to 
site activity outside Canada United States--is often made without specific and 
separate consideration of d anada, just as it may be made without specific 
consideration of Ohio. Canada is more likely to receive separate consideration at the 
second stage, after the decision is made to site the activity "here," and then it 
competes with various U.S. states. To be sure, it often has advantages over these 
U.S. states that are conferred by the Auto Pact. However, its failure to be considered 
at the first stage decision may seriously injure its chances at selection for R&D 
activity. 

As one respondent put it, industry people think of Mexico when the consider 

other countries are "there." 
4 "going abroad," but not Canada. In their view, CanadaIUnited States is ere," and 

Mexico. The past decade has seen the shift of much automotive work from the 
United States to Mexico, especially in labor intensive processes. The major drivers 
for this shift have been Mexico's policies on domestic content and the attraction of 
less expensive labor. This shift probably captured some work that would otherwise 
have been sited in Canada. In view of the increasing investments of the Big Three in 
Mexico, might not Mexico represent an alternative site for R&D as well as for 
production, and might not this adversely affect Canada's chances for securing such 
activity? We raised this question with our respondents. 

The Big Three experience in Mexico has generally been positive. Moreover, 
Mexico appears to have a supply of good technical workers and engineers, and its 
universities are strong in some engineering disciplines. However, at this time it 
presents no clear threat to Canadian automotive R&D activities or Canada's 
opportunities to secure more such activity. Mexico's major attraction to the Big 
Three is low wages, and that is simply not seen as a major attraction for R&D efforts. 
Beyond that, there are language and cultural differences that would be barriers to 
the smooth integration of large Mexican R&D investments into Big Three activities 
elsewhere in North America. While Mexico is clearly a competitor to Canada for 
some manufacturing investment, it is not likely to be a significant competitor for 
R&D investment over the next decade. 
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Summaw. Canada certain1 represents an attractive location for automotive tY R&D siting. It has three areas o relatively clear strength compared to the United 
States: government olicies that are viewed as more supportive and less 
burdensome, enerally ower costs, and certain advantages inhering in its material B P 
endowment. owever, these advantages may not be not especially si&icant when 
stacked up against the man areas where Canada and the United States are 
comparable, or the United 8 tates holds an advantage, including its developed 
infrastructure and tradition of automotive R&D. 

In a sense, Canada suffers from being insufficiently distinct from the United 
States, both in terms of its endowments and in the views of decision-makers. This 
results in Canada receiving consideration only at the second stage of R&D siting 
decisions, and may limit its opportunities to secure R&D work. However, Mexico is 
considered quite distinctly, and that has not led to increases in R&D, nor does it 
currently represent much of a threat to Canada/U.S. existing R&D. 

Section V Whither Canada? 

This section reviews some of Canada's options for increasing its attractiveness 
as an R&D location, including enhancing its current strengths and ameliorating its 
weaknesses. There are three preliminary points that are important to this 
discussion. First, Canada's current capacities for automotive R&D may differ 
substantially from its capacities in other industries.11 Second, Canada's strategies for 
increasing automotive R&D must target three quite distinct t es of companies, 
parts suppliers and ES firms as well as the traditional manu acturers, and thus 
present a more complex challenge. 

TP 
Third, the United States is the preferred North American location for Big 

Three automotive R&D, reflectin a long tradition that has established a strong 
infrastructure for that activity. T % e United States currently holds in excess of 80% 
of that R&D activity, and even higher roportions of basic and developmental R&D. 
The NAMs' R&D siting decisions are li 1 ely to tilt heavily to the political importance 
of establishing U.S. R&D facilities and to the attraction of siting in the Detroit area, 
where so much R&D work already exists. Therefore, there is no readil available 
opportunity for Canada to secure large-scale, general R&D activity, an d hence no 
easy strategy that seems likely to yield substantial increases in automotive R&D. 
Rather, Canada should probably target its efforts to sustainable, small increments in 
automotive R&D. Such efforts must be well targeted to be successful, and should 
build on Canadian advantages to be sustainable. 

Our respondents clearly identlfy expertise as the primary grounds for 
selecting R&D sources and sites. The Big Three are seeking "world class" 
performance from their supply bases, including R&D sources as well as parts makers. 
If it already exists, such expertise must be nurtured; if it needs to be created, it must 
offer a realistic chance of success and sustainability. Our respondents were better 
able to identify areas that Canada might develop than areas of expertise that already 
exist, although Canada should review its current activities to identify any such 
existing areas. 

''~ata presented in Appendix I suggest that Canadian levels of R&D in the automotive industry compared to U.S. levels falls 
short of Canadian comparative levels in other industries. 
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Targeted emertise. One clear recommendation that comes through in these 
interviews is that Canada needs to distin 'sh itself not only from the United States, 
but from other possible R&D sites as wef? Realistically, the eneral base for North 
American automotive R&D is, and will continue to be locate d in the United States. 
Canada should seek to establish itself as a world class R&D performer in selected, 
targeted areas, rather than seeking to establish itself as another automotive R&D 
generalist. An attempt to become an R&D generalist is unlikely to displace the 
established role of U.S. automotive R&D. Moreover, it runs the risk that Canada will 
consistently be a strong competitor for particular projects, but most often lose out to 
any number of different locations that are especially strong in the articular area 
under consideration. As one respondent expressed it, Canada nee & to develop a 
"hotbed of activity and expertise within an R&D area, attracting attention, 
consideration, and, ultimately, selection. Our res ondents suggested a number of 
R&D areas for Canada to concentrate its efforts. gome of these suggestions reflect 
Canada's situation, while others are simply new areas that have not yet been 
developed by other locations. 

One useful way to conceptualize the automotive industry is to think of it as a 
series of material, process, and product flows. Part suppliers increasingly are 
thinking of themselves as specialists along these dimensions, and they seem useful 
dimensions for considering an R&D strategy. The notion is quite simple: develop 
expertise within a restricted, defined area, based on a material, a process, or a 
product (family). In creating an R&D strate , it probably makes sense to develop an 
expertise that addresses an intersection of f 1 three dimensions. 

Suggestions for developing targeted expertise that reflect some current 
Canadian advantage include four materials: aluminum, magnesium, plastic 
composites, and natural gas. The strate would be to build Canadian experience 
and expertise in the automotive use anyapplication of these materials, including 
processing and manufacturing products from them. Broad experience and expertise 
should draw associated R&D work to Canada. 

One clear way to bolster such efforts would be to create a center of expertise 
in a selected material(s) at a Canadian university or a consortium of universities. 
This would not only provide an initial R&D effort, but would also contribute to the 
supply of technical workers and engineers with expertise in that material. Another 
path to build upon Canada's matenal strengths could involve the encouragement of 
strong Canadian materials firms to enter or increase their activity in supplying 
automotive demand, pursuing the expansion of automotive business upstream into 
product markets for parts and components. Some of these companies, such as Alcan 
and Stelco, are sufficiently large to support the R&D levels that will be required of 
major or "first tier" suppliers, while few of Canada's traditional automotive part and 
component suppliers are. 

Identified areas of needed R&D expertise that bear no particular relationship 
to Canada's current advantages include the development of an Intelligent Vehicle 
Highway System (IVHS) center of expertise. The development of sophisticated 
communication between the vehicle and highway, spannin a range of information rH and control functions, seems an eventual certainty. IVHS o ers significant savings in 
time and fuel consumption, permits denser usage of highways, and promises sharp 
reductions in accidents. The only question appears to be when it will develop. While 
extensive research and development efforts are currently being invested in IVHS, no 
clear centers of expertise have emerged, and efforts in Asia, North America, and 
Western Europe are still somewhat fragmented. A concerted effort to develop such a 
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center might well pay handsome dividends. It is important that while Canada 
perha s has no special advantage in this area, neither do other countries, and 
Cana a a does not appear to have any articular disadvantage. Indeed, Canada's 

advantage. 
! strengths in telecommunications mig t even be construed as a comparative 

IVHS is an example of an emerging area of R&D activity, and as such should 
be attractive to Canada. New and emer ' areas of expertise provide Canada the 
opportunity to pursue R&D without c m e n  g the established tradition and P expertise of U.S. R&D centers, removing one o the major comparative weaknesses 
that Canada faces. The same logic applies to expanding R&D activities, such as 
testing. The demand for product testing has increased significantly, and the Big 
Three seem open to sourcing many kinds of testing from outside their traditional 
R&D functions, rather than expanding their own activities. It is possible that 
developing specialized testing capabilities can eventually lead to developmental 
expertise, as the tester incorporates upstream activities. 

Government policv and efforts. While some of our respondents mentioned 
direct government incentives as factors in R&D siting decisions, most viewed these 
incentives as of marginal importance at best. For example, tax credits for R&D are 
fine, but they are simply not very important in the broader scheme of R&D costs and 
pur oses. Nevertheless, tax credits that disap ear upon closer examination mi ht 
we1 I' become a disincentive for locating R&D faci \ 'ties. The narrow definition of AD 
applied by Revenue Canada and the rather broad and loose definition commonly 
employed in the automotive industry sets up potentially serious misunderstandings. 

Unfortunately, overnment action that is most likely to be effective in 
securing sustainable R.& D is more likely to be found in longer-term efforts, such as 
educational policies that yield the appropriate human resources and general policies 
that influence the business environment. To be sure, tax credits may be an 
important element of such strategies, but they will have little direct effect. One 
reason for this is that they in fact typically have relatively small effect on the total 
costs of ED.12 

If government policies are more effectively targeted to lon -term strategies, or 
to more automotive targeted support activities, our respon d ents did raise one 
particular concern that calls for targeted government action. Nearly every 
respondent had an anecdote about terrible problems encountered in moving R&D 
material between Canada and the United States. These problems at the border have 
lar ely been resolved by the Auto Pact in re ard to products, but remain in physical 
an % intellectual R&D roperty. This serious y reduces any proximity advantage that 1 f 
southern Ontario mig t have, because it effectively makes it farther away, in a time 
sense, than it is in a physical sense. This issue may be important in the coming 
years. As R&D moves to suppliers, many suppliers will be seeking to establish R&D 
facilities close to Detroit. These new and/or added facilities- are targets of 
opportunity for Canada, but they are unlikely to locate in the Windsor area if the 
border represents a time and cost penalty. 

12~ppendix I provides estimates of the actual dollar values of such credits: they are indeed remarkably small as a percent of R&D 
expenditures. 
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Many automdtive companies are currently under business pressure to expand 
their R&D activities, particularly those independent supplier companies that wish to 
remain or become major, key suppliers in the emerging industry, and ES firms that 
ho e to offer full senice capability to the manufacturers. Some of these companies E wi want to locate close to Detroit, and Ontario might compete for their new 
facilities. One government activity that might enhance Ontario's competitiveness 
wodd be an easy immigration policy for technical and en eering personnel, and 
perhaps even a targeted recruitment of such immigrants. !Y ecuring R&D personnel 
experienced in automotive work would provide a ready labor supply and overcome a 
major weakness in Canada: the lack of an experienced automotive R&D cadre. 

Human resource stratekes. Our respondents were in some disagreement as 
to whether Canada had the requisite technical personnel to support a major effort to 
attract automotive R&D, and whether expanded training at the universit level was 

4 6 re uired to supply such personnel. Several respondents suggested that anada has 
su ficient trained personnel, but that they lack the critical experience of working in 
the automotive industry. In a sense, this presents Canada with a dilemma: it lacks 
appropriately skilled personnel to attract automotive R&D because it does not 
perform enough automotive R&D, but it cannot develop the people to attract such 
work until it does more. At the same time, Canada faces some risk as automotive 
R&D shifts from the manufacturers to part suppliers and ES firms, as our 
respondents expect, because Canada's automotive endowment is weaker in these 
areas than in vehicle assembly. 

One respondent suggested a strategy that might address both of these 
concerns. He recommends that Canada support the develo ment of an automotive 
R&D service function, providing laboratory space an d' technical/engineering 
personnel at reasonable fees to user companies. The companies would provide some 
personnel, the R&D a enda, and sup ort the cost of s ecific project equipment, 
material, and so on. T k, is should not 1 e the typical incu ! ator approach popular in 
economic development circles, where the object is to subsidize the initial efforts of 
companies, some of which will establish successful presences in the local economy. 
This is more in the nature of a "rent-a-skunk-works," and would provide a training 
ground for Canadian R&D personnel, as well as attractive housing for the 
presumably e anding R&D efforts of many supplier companies. An alternative "P possibility wou d be to establish an automotive R&D laboratory that would provide 
"full-service" automotive R&D, simply taking on entire projects on a contract basis. 
However, this variant might have more difficulty attracting clients for the simple 
reason that there is no clear reason why a company should use its service. A "full- 
service" laboratory might be an appropriate spin-off after a period of successful years 
as a "rent-a-lab." 

Another respondent su gested something that combines both the previous k strategies, and that is to estab ish a broad-based automotive research laboratory at a 
Canadian university, providing a ready source for contract R&D, and gradually over 
the years developing needed areas of expertise. He estimates that a serious effort of 
this type would require the commitment of up to $100 million, and the efforts of 
numerous peo le. He notes that the university would benefit as well, since, in his 
view, none o F the Canadian universities are particularly stron in mechanical K, engineering, and an automotive R&D lab might foster such a strengt . 
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A longer-term strategy that involves drawing on the Canadian university base 
reflects the concerns of many in the automotive industry about the extreme 
separation of engineering disciplines. In particular, the automotive industry 
increasingly requires engineers that are conversant in both mechanical and 
electrical/electronics engineering. A Canadian university that developed an 
inte ated program in these two specialties would not only supply personnel that If wo d attract automotive activity to Canada, but would be a ready location for R&D 
work that s ans these two historically separate disci lines. A similar program that 
integrated t !I e disciplines of mechanical and industri 3 /operations engineering might 
play a similar role in the face of the increasing integration of product and process 
engineering in the automotive industry. 

Beyond the integration of two or more engineering disciplines, it is clear that 
the traditional North American industry needs to adopt more of a systems approach 
to the design and execution of the myriad tasks required to produce a vehicle. Again, 
Canada might try to establish a clear center of expertise in the area of systems 
engineering, systems management, or even the integration of these engineering and 
business disciplines. 

All of these human resource strategies require establishing some source of 
cross-disciplinary or multi-disciplinary expertise. The disciplines that would properly 
be involved would include, at a minimum, all engineering disciplines, perhaps 
especially mechanical, electrical, and materials. A strong systems orientation might 
require the addition of industrial/operations engineering, as well as the various 
management disciplines. Since there clearly are limits to the individual's capability 
of developing true expertise across a number of fields, this training and development 
would build a broad awareness and appreciation of other disciplines, anchored upon a 
specific disciplinary expertise. 

An alternative stratew focus. Automotive R&D provides well-paying careers 
to technical, scientific, and engineering personnel, and that is sufficient reason for 
Canada to wish to enhance its R&D activity. Another source of attractive 
employment in the automotive industry is in design activity, particularly vehicle 
design, although this field offers far fewer jobs than does the full detailing and 
engineering of the automobile. There is a continuing demand for designers as the 
manufacturers seek to offer fresh and updated vehicles in the marketplace. Like 
automotive R&D, detailing, and engineering, this activity has historically been 
centered in the Detroit area. However, unlike those other activities, design activity 
has, to a very limited extent, broken free of that traditional base, and some design 
activity for the Big Three and the NAMs now takes place in California. 

Two reasons are offered to explain this shift. First, designers reportedly 
prefer the California life style, and, since the activity is separable, the manufacturers 
are willin put it where the workforce wants to live. Second, California is a leading 
edge mar f et in North America, and the manufacturers wish to design where the 
environment provides the signals and trends that will characterize the market the 
cars will eventually enter. It may be possible for Canada to offer itself as a type of 
leading edge market, or even a desirable living environment. Some Canadian cities, 
like Toronto and Vancouver, may offer attractive living, and there may be market 
niches, such as light trucks and sports/utility vehicles, where Canada mi ht f constitute a leading edge market. How one might develop a leading edge mar et 
position is beyond the parameters of this report, and such a strategy would, in all 
probability, be immensely difficult. 
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Compared to the U.S. automotive industry, the Canadian industry is relatively 
heavily concentrated in final vehicle assembly activities, and relatively light in 
supplier and E D  activity. That leads to the natural question that drives this study: 
what can Canada do to brin its R&D activity level up to its assembly level?13 That % question assumes that t e assembly comparison portrays, if not the natural 
comparative level of the two industries, then at least an attainable comparative level. 
It suggests that Canada has been 'less successful" in the R&D arena than in 
assembly. Perhaps Canada should consider a reformulated question: what can 
Canada do to ensure its continued of assembly activity? This 
question raises the possibility reflects the natural or 
typically attainable comparison "more successful" in 
securing assembly activity, rather than less successful in obtaining E D .  It may be 
that the better question for Canada is how to build on its assembly advantages to 
protect and expand that work, rather than to use it as an anchor to pursue activity in 
other automotive areas such as R&D. 

From a strictly industry perspective, the blurring of Canada and the United 
States in the views of industry executives may render the appropriate national 
concern for achieving a balanced, full-range industry somewhat moot. The 
integration of Canadian and U.S. operations of the Big Three make it industrially 
unimportant whether Canada--or the United States, for that matter--has a full range 
industry within its national borders. Certainly it is no eas task to develop a 

rl completely independent industry, and R&D capability may e one of the most 
difficult industry elements to establish. South Korea has pursued this route, and it 
clearly is lagging in its efforts to become E D  independent. 

If Canada focuses on buttressing its assembly endowment, it still may secure 
increased R&D work. As automotive R&D shifts more into the process area, and as 
more of it is sourced from part and ES su pliers, there is a chance that Canadian 
assembly plants will draw R&D work into 8 anada. Moreover, if Canada can become 
the sole national source for a particular vehicle or platform, the R&D work associated 
with the vehicle may well shift to Canada. A few of our respondents see these as 
possible outcomes over the next decade. 

Finally, Canada should not underrate the susceptibility of corporate 
management to good, targeted marketin efforts. An ag essive, realistic campaign 
to bring automotive R&D to Canada mig f t well pay han g ome dividends. However, 
there is an im ortant caveat in regard to this strategy raised by one of our 
respondents. &D location decisions are made throughout the corporate hierarchy 
at the Big Three, and be appropriately targeted. There is 
real danger in a the agreement of a higher level 
manager of a lower manager. In such 
situations, the lower manager almost always can and will subvert the constraint. So 
marketing efforts should address policy issues and source selection issues at the 
appropriate levels of the corporation, and not attempt to circumvent the traditional 
decision-making structure. 

Summary. There are a number of possible strategies for Canada to increase 
its automotive R&D, some focused on enhancing Canada's current strengths and 
others on ameliorating its weaknesses. Of course, effective strategies must reflect a 
realistic appraisal of the developing trends in automotive R&D as well as Canada's 

13~resumably Canada is also asking what it can do to bring supplier activity up to that level as well. 
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situation and poteitial. In all probability, such strategies will target efforts to 
sustainable, small increments in automotive R&D. 

Canada should seek to distinguish itself from other R&D locations, and this is 
probably most easily accomplished in selected, tar eted areas. It probably makes 
sense to develop an area of R&D expertise that a % dresses a material, a process, a 
product (family), or an intersection of all three. One clear way to bolster such efforts 
would be to create a center of expertise in a selected material(s) in the Canadian 
university system, or to focus on emerging areas, such as the Intelligent Vehicle 
Highway System (Mils). 

Government incentives can play a role in attractin R&D, although perhaps 
more through broad efforts in education and improving t % e business environment, 
rather than through targeted activities like tax credits. Canada might well benefit 
from an easy immigration policy for technical and engineerin personnel, and 
perhaps even a targeted recruitment of such immigrants, to provi f e an experienced 
automotive R&D cadre. Government might support an automotive R&D service 
function, providing services to user companies, or even establish a broad-based 
automotive research laboratory at a Canadian university. Canadian universities 
could strengthen programs that provide training at the interface of engineering 
disciplines, or even provide training in systems approaches to engineering. 

Canada must ask itself a fundamental question: should it seek to increase its 
"low" rate of automotive R&D relative to the United States, or should it protect and 
increase its relatively "high" rate of assembly activity? 
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Appendix I 

Trends in U.S. and Canadian Automotive R&D Expenditures 

Dr. Sean P. McAlinden 
Associate Research Scientist 

OSAT/UMTRI 

This section of the report reviews recent trends in automotive research and 
development (R&D) expenditures in the United States and Canada. This 
information is analyzed in combination with other comparative trends in overall 
industrial R&D s ending and capacity in the two countries. Several popular theories P on the location o R&D are also discussed. The guiding purpose of this section is not 
to reach any final or original conclusions about the future of Canadian automotive 
R . D ,  or policies designed to alter these trends. Instead, the objective of this 
empirical essay is to provide a useful scale and background to the central interview 
analysis portion of this study. 

Levels of Automotive R & D 

New motor vehicles are the second largest cate ory of consumer durable goods 
expenditures. They are also the single largest trade d manufactured good worldwide. 
Only the privately owned ener industry may compete with motor vehicle 
manufacturing in terms of levels o P annual corporate profits and revenues on a global 
basis. It is also probable that no other industry generates the same level of well-paid, 
private employment, or supports a wider variety of basic manufacturing industries 
than motor vehicle manufacturing. 

It is not surprisin then, that global competition for vehicle markets and sales 
has dramatically intens # led in recent years. Much is at stake, both to win or to lose. 
At least twenty-five major automotive producers now compete on a multi-regional 
basis in terms of sales. There is no question that their competition is fiercest in the 
potentially lucrative and largest regional market, North America (US. and Canada), 
which accounts for 37% of worldwide vehicle sales. To an increasing extent, this 
com etition has recently focused on differences in product offerings to consumers. 
Pro (P uct competition, of course, relies to a si&icant degree on both the 
effectiveness and commitment to research and development activities that promote 
innovation and manufacturing efficiency. The pace of research and innovation 
should accelerate because of remaining differences in the major regional markets for 
motor vehicles, and remaining differences between firms in manufacturing methods. 

Research and development activities are also expected to increase in response 
to a new round of regulatory requirements for vehicle safety, emissions performance, 
alternative fuels, and fuel economy. Firms are once again confronted with the twin 
challenges of satisfying automotive consumers in the traditional product areas of 
performance, qualit , styling and price, while also meeting or exceeding the demands 
of the public for s I ety and environmental erformance as expressed in government 
regulations. World motor vehicle firms fin a this dilemma exacerbated by differences 
in patterns of regional requirements for emissions, safety, and fuel economy 
standards. 
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Definitions 

It is typical to start any discussion of patterns in industrial research and 
development by defining these activities. The U.S. National Science Foundation 
(NSF) provides standard definitions in this area which are used in their ongoing, 30 
year, annual survey measurement of U.S. industrial R&D: 

Research and Development - - Basic and applied research in the sciences and 
en 'neering and the design and development of prototypes and processes. This F" de inition excludes quality control, routine product testing, market research, sales 
promotion, sales service, research in the social sciences or psychology, and other 
nontechnological activities or routine technical services. 

The survey section of NSF segregates overall industrial R&D into three 
familiar areas: 

Basic research - - Original investigations for the advancement of scientific 
knowledge not having s ecific immediate commercial objectives, although 
such investigations may e in fields of present or potential interest to the 
reporting company. 

\ 
Applied research - - Investigations directed to the discovery of new scientific 
knowledge havin specific commercial objectives with res~ect to products or 
rocesses. This % efinition differs from that of basic research chiefly in terms 

:f the objectives of the reporting company. 

Development - - Technical activities of a nonroutine nature concerned with 
translating research findings or other scientific. knowledge into products or 
processes. Not included are routine technical services to customers or 
activities excluded from the foregoing definition of R&D.1 

The underlined passages in the above NSF definitions make clear the certain 
qualification of almost any product or process development expenditure as R&D, 
either as applied research or as development. It is important to note here that 
expenditures on styling changes or other somewhat minor refinements to current 
products would also qualify generally as industrial R&D. The NSF survey, for 
example, reported $58.85 billion of company funded industrial R&D spending in the 
United States in 1986. Development expenditures amounted to $38.88 billion (74%), 
and basic research funding constituted $2.09 billion (3.6%) of total R&D spending.2 

'~ational Science Foundation, Research and Develooment in Industw: 1987, (NSF 89-323) (Washington 
D.C., 1989) pp.2-3. These definitions are, of course, quite similar in content and meaning to those used 
by the OECD, or the "Frascati Manual" definition. 

'~ational Science Foundation, Science and Technolow Resources in U.S. Industry, NSF 88-321 
(Washington D.C., 1989), p.98. 
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The NSF indhstrial survey primarily concentrates on the measurement of U.S. 
based, "company performed research and development by U.S. located industrial 
establishments. R&D expenditures or funding contracted out to other firms, or 
expended outside of the United States are measured separately and not well 
reported. This usually leads to differences between the NSF survey-based estimates 
of industry group R&D levels and those estimated by other organizations from other 
sources. 

There are occasionally serious differences between NSF estimations of 
industrial R&D expenditures and those available from alternative sources. This is 
certainly the case for motor vehicle and equipment manufacturing. A recent 
business publication, BusinessWeek, rovides an industry composite of R&D g spending by 25 U.S. automotive firms t at totals $10.3 billion in 1989, up 9% from 
$9.4 billion in 1988. About $9.5 billion (92%) of the 1989 total was reported by the 7 
traditional U.S. original equipment (OE) producers, with the remaining $2 billion 
reported by 17 large automotive suppliers.3 In contrast, the NSF has recently 
estimated that the the U.S. motor vehicle industry expended $7.5 billion of 
company funds on R&D in 1989, a decrease from the previous year of 3.8% . In 1987, 
the NSF reported that the four largest performers of R&D in the motor vehicle 
accounted for 94% of the $7.3 billion in R&D spending that year. 

BusinessWeek data are taken from the Com ustat fmancial services program R which contains corporate responses required by t e U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) on the form 10-K. The SEC does not limit the reporting of 
corporate R&D funding to expenses in the United States or to company performed 
(internal) activities. BusinessWeek overestimates, then, U.S. located automotive 
spendin on R&D since it includes expenditures made overseas, and underestimates 
total U. 8 . global automotive R&D, since it reports for an industry composite made 
up of only 25 firms. 

On the other hand, NSF's survey-based estimate of R&D funding understates 
U.S. company funded automotive R&D because projections are limited to companies 
located in the narrow standard industrial group classification of the motor vehicle 
industry in the United States (SIC 371). Thus, e enditures from other closely 
related industries such as automotive stamping (SI 7 3465) are not included in the 
NSF total. The $1.8 billion difference between the survey based NSF estimate of 
$7.5 billion and the Businessweek estimate of $10.3 billion can largely be attributed 
to overseas expenditures by U.S. auto firms and R&D contracted out to engineering 
service firms and the like in the United States and elsewhere.4 

'"~nnovation: The Global Race." BusinessWeek. June 15, 1990. pp.197-198. 

4 ~ r a w n  from an excellent discussion of information sources on R&D in: National Science Foundation, A 
Comparative Analysis of Information on National Industrial R&D Exuenditures. (NSF-85- 
311)(Washington D.C., 1985). 
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Trends in 1980-1989 

Table 1 shows estimated nominal levels for company funded and performed 
R&D for the U.S. and Canadian automotive industries. These figures are compared, 
for the 1980-90 period, with levels of total industrial spending (not federally funded) 
in the two countries. The Canadian statistics are drawn from a single source that 
did not separately list motor vehicle industry intramural R&D spending. Instead 
the numbers listed under the automotive heading are were drawn from a category 
titled "Other transportation equipment," listed apart from R&D spending in the 
Canadian aeronautics industry.6 

As shown in Table 1, company funding of industrial R&D doubled during 1980- 
1989, and actually tripled in nominal terms in Canada. During the same eriod, 1 automotive R&D in the United States increased only by about 25%, with the ulk of 
this rise occurring in 1983-86, a period of recovering U.S. auto profits and heavy 
spending on automation and some product develo ment. Canadian nominal, 
automotive R&D actually doubled during 1980-1989, g ut remained fractionally far 
smaller than US, levels of spending throughout the period. 

 tatis is tics Canada, Industrial W D  Statistics, 1987. (Cat.-88-202). p.52. 
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Table 1 

Industrial and Automotive R&D 
(companies own funds, $bil.) 

and Vehicle Assemblies 
(millions of units) 
U.S. and Canada 

1980-1989 

U.S. (U.S. $) Canada (Can. $1 

Ind. Auto Vehicle Ind. Auto* Vehicle 
R&D - R&D Assemblv R&D R&D Assembly 

Sources:National Science Foundation, Science and Technolorn in U.S. Industq, (NSF 88-321), and Science Resources Studies Highlights, 

(NSF 90-307) (Washington D.C.). Statistics Canada, Industrial R&D Statistics, 1987, (Cat 88-202). Ward's Automotive Yearbook, 521id Ed. 
Wards Communications, Detroit, MI, ISBN 0-910689, 1990, p. 17. 

To a certain extent, the low levels of relative Canadian automotive R&D 
follow a attern of relatively low industrial R&D s ending in Canada overall. In 
1989, U. ff . industrial R&D spending exceeded Cana 8 an levels (in U.S. dollars) by a 
factor of almost twenty to one. In fact, the U.S. motor vehicle industry by itself, or 
even just one company in that industry, General Motors, expended more on 
industrial R&D in 1989 than the entire Canadian economy. 
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The difference in s ending on automotive R&D between the two countries can 
be better understood ! y examining corrected figures contained in Table 2. 
Automotive R&D funding levels for 1980-89 shown in Table 1 are expressed in 
inflated June, 1990 dollars through an ap lication of the motor vehicle producer 
price index. Canadian figures on spen tm g were similarly inflated and then 
converted to U.S. dollars using appropriate aver e exchange rates for each year. In 
1990 dollar terms, U.S. automotive R&D can st' 3 be said to have increased by 25% 
over the period, with little change since 1986. Canadian automotive R&D, however, 
now shows only a 50% increase in spending per year by 1989, as opposed to the 100% 
nominal increase displayed in Table 1. 

Table 2 rovides stark evidence on the continuing disparities in U.S. Canadian 
automotive & D spending. Columns 2 and 4 of Table 2 list R&D expen d, 'tures per 
vehicle assembled in the two countries durin 1980-1989. The level of claimed R&D 
spending per vehicle assembled in the Unite f States ranged between $758 for a high 
and $583 for a low, with no appreciable increase apparent by the end of the period. 
In Canada, the corresponding range was from $36 to $51. The final column in Table 
2 shows a simple ratio of levels in column 1 and column 3, or real U.S. automotive 
R&D to real Canadian automotive R&D. This ratio varied from a low of 68.5 in 1983 
to ahigh of 107.5in 1986. 

Research Intensity 

The ap arent dis arit in automotive R&D between the United States and 
Canada has 1 een note 1 be l ore. The Automotive Directorate has noted the low 
"research intensity" of the Canadian automotive industry in terms of R&D 
expenditures as a percentage of sales (0.3% in 1986).6 When this ratio is itself 
divided by the comparative U.S. research intensity figure, the Canadian auto 
industry appears to perform at about 10% of the level experienced in the United 
States, the worst relative performance of an industry in Canada. Yet this 
comparison, like the per/vehicle and R&D ratio ? igures contained in Table 2, may or 
may not suffer from a basic misrepresentation of the actual structure of the 
Canadian automotive industry. 

6' '~roduct and Process Development in the Canadian Automotive Sector," by the Automotive Directorate, 
IS/IC, January, 1990, pp.17-23. 
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U.S. - 

Real Automotive R&D 
and per/assembly R&D 

(June 1990, billions U.S. $) 

Canada 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Real Real R&D Ratio 
R&D - =Dl 

Veh. - R&D Veh. U.S./Can. 
=Dl 

Sources: See Table 1, and U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Business Statistics, 1961-88. 

Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Ofice, (December 1989), p.28, and Survey of Current Business, Vol. 70, No. 7, 

(July 1990), pas-6. 

The Canadian auto industry can still be fairly described as a "head without a 
body." In other words, an industry overwhelmingly dominated by a large number of 
final assembly plants, a few captive component plants, and a relatively small, 
independent parts industry. The 1965 Auto Pact may have brought about this 
curious, trade-determined structure. A pattern still exists that calls for large 
imports of U.S. (and now Ja  anese and Korean) parts and components which are 
used in the final assembly o i! up to two million vehicles, the majority of which are 
destined for export to the United States. This pattern has produced significant 
Canadian automotive trade surpluses with the United States in recent years. The 
reliance on billions of dollars of imported parts and components, however, makes the 
sales or dollar shipments figure for the industry highly sus ect in comparisons with 
other national automotive industries. A value-added basis i' or the U.S.-Canada R&D 
comparison is more reliable, we suspect, than one based on sales levels. In 1986, the 
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Canadian motor vihicle and auto parts industries shipped about $37.3 billion worth 
of roduct. Value added in the auto industry, however, amounted to only about $6.8 
bil!on, or 18% of shipments. Automotive R&D in 1986, according to the Automotive 
Directorate, amounted to about $92 million, or 1.35% of value added.7 

In 1986, the U.S. motor vehicle industry group (SIC 371) shipped about $191.5 
billion in product, much of this total representing double counted sales between 
suppliers and OE shipments. The sum total of indust value added, however, was 
$59.2 billion, or about 31% of gross shipments. U.Z automotive R&D in 1986 
according to the NSF was $7.2 billion, or about 12.2% of value added.8 The ratio of 
"value added R&D intensities" in Canada and the United States was roughly 
1.35/12.2 or about 11%. This figure is ve close to the Automotive Directorate's P 10% ratio, and should carry more meaning t an a sales based comparison. 

Another International Com~arison 

The largest national motor vehicle industry in the world is the Japanese 
motor vehicle industry. In 1985, the NSF reports, the Japanese motor vehicle 
industry expended $3.2 billion 1982$ on R&D, or 3.0% of sales.9 Surprisingly this 
total was below the 1982$ fi e of $5.5 billion for the U.S. motor vehicle industry, !r' or 3.2% of sales. Yet these igures can be misleading. Within a year and a half of 
this comparison period, the U.S. dollar had fallen by about 45% against the yen, and 
it could be argued that Japanese automotive R&D s ending now exceeds or matches 
that of U.S. industry in terms of the current J' evalued dollar. In any event, 
aggregate R&D funding levels that are this close have little to say concerning the 
competitive effectiveness of such activities. Several studies have been performed 
that indicate the presence of a considerable advantage in Japanese design 
productivity over levels that can be performed by U.S. OEs.10 

The growth trend in Japanese industrial R&D spending has been a well- 
discussed concern for its international competitors for a number of years. Japan 
surpassed the United States in terms of total R&D spending as a portion of GNP in 
1985 and 1986. More importantly, Japan has s assed the United States in terms 
of nondefense R&D expenditures as a portion of ? NP for the last two decades, with 
a 2.8% ratio to the U.S. ratio of 1.9% in 1985. The NSF has also reported that 
Japanese government R&D expenditures amounted to $7.6 billion 1982$ in 1985, 
compared to U.S. overnment expenditures of $46.0 billion the same year. Yet, no % less than 72% of t e U.S. expenditures were committed to defense and civil space 
objectives, compared to 11% for Japanese government E D .  U.S. federal 
expenditures on nondefense R&D, then, amounted to on1 $12.9 billion versus $6.8 
billion for the Japanese, in 1985.11 The subsequent do1 i ar devaluation may have 

'~anadian statistics on industry supplied by Science Council of Canada, Ottawa Canada. 

8 ~ . ~ .  Department of Commerce, 1986 Annual Survev of Manufactures: Statistics for Industry Grows 
and Industries, (M86(AS)-1) (Washington D.C., May 1988), p.1-22. 

'~ational Science Foundation, The Science and Technolow Resources of Jaoan: A Com~arison with the 
United States, (NSF 88-318)(Washington D.C., 19881, p.58. 

losee for example, Kim B. Clark, Takahiro Fujimoto, and W. Bruce Chew, "Product Development in the 
World Auto Industry," Brookings Pa~ers on Economic Activik No.3,1987. 

l l~epor ted  in NSF 88-318, p.55. 
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equated these twd amounts - a strikin development considering that Japan has 
rough1 half the population of the Unite States, and that the Japanese government d 8 
funde nondefense R&D at twice the level of total industrial R&D funding in 
Canada in 1985. 

R&D: Causes and Effects 

There is a rich tradition of literature and research on the economic effects of 
R&D, and to a lesser extent, its causality. The appealing subject of the 
determinants of R&D location has, unfortunately, received less attention from 
formal researchers and is being left to the focussed efforts of consultants in local 
economic development. The central issue for this study is an especially rare topic: 
the national location of R&D activities performed by multinational manufacturing 
firms. 

Factors that determine the level and the geographic location of R&D can be 
usefully se arated into two types. Facilitators of R&D naturally include all of the E elements t at determine the roductivity of or demand for such activities. In the 
case of motor vehicle man u! acturing, this would usually involve differences in 
markets and regulatory requirements. This is part of the "proximity" argument of 
R&D location, and, unfortunately, unlike the case of W. Europe, the Canadian 
market for motor vehicles differs only slightly from the enormous U.S. market. 
Scale economies would tend to tilt such investment to the larger, essentially similar 
market to the south, as might legal issues concerning patent protection. 

The other half of the proximity argument seems to argue that automotive 
R&D is performed best in close proximity to major customers, in the case of 
automotive suppliers, or to other automotive research activities, in the case of OE 
expenditures. Canada is not yet home to the headquarters of a single large or 
medium motor vehicle producer. However, Detroit is certainly not so distant, one 
would think, for the proximity argument to prohibit R&D work in Canada. Indeed, 
proximity to Detroit might even confer a clear advantage in the case of Ontario. 
The influence of these facilitators is discussed and analyzed, for the most part, in 
the context of information gained from the study interviews. 

The other set of factors common1 held to influence the location of R&D have 
to do with certain barriers to or costs o f R&D performance. This would include the 
fned cost of facilities and equipment (R&D capital), the critical cost of highly skilled 
labor, and perhaps, certain communications costs. Common policy instruments for 
inducing R&D activity, of course, have been public measures to reduce these costs, 
either through direct subsidies such as investment tax credits, or through labor 
supply measures that increase the number of suitable employees through education 
or immi ation. Although the interview analysis covers these issues rather ff thorough y from a field perspective, it is felt that a brief discussion in this section is 
also warranted. In particular, three barriers will be discussed below: the influence of 
investment tax credit policy, the ready supply of critical skilled .labor, and the 
capacity of the contract engineering service sector. 
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R&D Investment T& Credits 

A recent article in The Globe and Mail reviews a new Conference Board of 
Canada report that found that Canada continues to offer the most generous research 
and development tax breaks of any major industrialized country, yet Canadian 
"industrial companies have fallen further behind international competitors in their 
fmancial commitment to research and development." Canada's level of total research 
and development spending, from all sources, the study reported, proved to be less 
than half the portion of GNP typically expended in other industrialized nations. The 
tone of this article, as well apparently as that of the Conference report, is one of 
bemusement: Why haven't Canada's generous R&D tax breaks proven to be 
successful?l2 

In fact, there is little evidence to support the position that R&D tax breaks 
have any significant influence on R&D s ending or location. Paul Stoneman, a 
British economist, reviews several compre g ensive, empirical studies on this subject 
in his impressive work on the economics of technology policy. Stoneman concludes 
from his review that typical tax break schemes for R&D "have not been very 
suc~essful."~~ He cites results from one thorough, multinational, survey study 
performed by the well-regarded R&D economist, Edwin Mansfield, that showed an 
increase of only $1 of R&D expenditure for each $3 of tax breaks granted by the 
taxing authority? Furthermore, a U.S. study performed by Eisner, et.al., 
determined that the effective credit rate was actually "on the order of 3-4% rather 
than the (usual) statutory rate of 25%," and that they have "as yet been unable to 
detect reliable evidence that the credit is having a positive impact on total R&D 
expenditure."l5 

Stoneman notes that the formulas used in the R&D tax credit schemes may 
have much to do with their ineffectiveness in promoting R&D activity. Typically the 
formulas reward incremental R&D spending over a base average calculated from 
prior years. They also tend to limit eligible R&D activity to certain rather arcane 
definitions of basic research, which of course, may or may not lead to company, 
industry, or national competitiveness. Common failings of the credit schemes 
include the difficult of using them in any strategic planning of long-term industrial E R&D by a firm, or t eir tendency to elicit outright confusion and resulting irritation. 
In addition to this general problem, there is the fact that a considerable percentage 
of operating firms (close to 40%) may not possess eligibility for tax credits because of 
low levels of qu-ng net income. 

1 2 ~ r e w  Fagan, "Canada's R&D lagging despite tax credits," The Globe and Mail, June 20, 1990, p.B5. 

13paul Stoneman, The Economic Analvsis of Technolow Poliw, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1987, pp.201- 
203. 

1 4 ~ d w i n  Mansfield, "The R&D Tax Credit and Other Technology Policy Issues," American Economics 
Review, 76:2, pp.190-194. 

1 5 ~ .  Eisner, A. Albert, and M. Sullivan, "Tax Incentives and R&D Ebpenditure," paper presented at a 
Conference on Qualitative Studies of R&D in Industry, CNRS, Paris, September, 1983. 
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Cases in of course, are the various U.S. R&D tax credit schemes 
employed during 1981-1990. Originally included as part of the 1981 Economic 
Recovery Tax Act, the R&D tax credit originally allowed firms to apply for a 25% 
credit on incremental R&D e enditures using a base of the average of the prior 

"g three years of such funding. T e Tax Reform Act of 1986 lowered this incentive to 
20% of incremental R&D expenditures using the same base period, and extending 
the 20% credit to 65% of outside contracted research. This program lapsed on 
December 31, 1989, and has been replaced by an entirely new, "temporary," scheme 
employed that grants the 20% credit to an amount calculated on a new base involving 
the last four years of expenditures and the use of a "fixed base percentage." In actual 
fact, the latest scheme is scheduled to lapse on December 31, 1990, when the prior, 
through 1989, "scheme may or may not be reemployed." A phone call to the Internal 
Revenue Service (IN) contact revealed the unsurprising situation that no 
explanatory forms or schedules were available for the current scheme as of 
September, 1990. l6 

The IRS definition of allowable R&D for tax credit application excludes 
research for styling purposes, or the modification or improvement of existing 
business "components. ' During the 1986-1988 period, for example, General Motors 
reported an average R&D expenditure of $4.4 billion.17 GM reported an R&D 
expenditure of $5.3 billion in 1989, or an gross increment of $823.3 million over the 
average of the three-year base period. GM actually took a $28.6 million research and 
experimentation credit in 1989, or about 17.4% of the apparent, gross increment.'$ 
While this calculation is not exact, it suggests that about 83% of GM's incremental 
R&D expenditures did not qualify for the investment tax credit in 1989. The final 
claimed tax credit represented a little over one-half of one percent of total GM 
research and development expenditures. Since other national R&D tax credit 
pro ams are quite similar to that employed in the United States, one can fully 
un f erstand the general inability of such policy to affect trends in R&D expenditure. 

Demand and SUDD~Y of Skilled R&D Labor 

No other area of automotive manufacturing requires a higher average level of 
skilled labor input than research and development activity. An adequate supply of 
trained and trainable R&D labor is essential to maintaining and improving the 
product and process programs of any vehicle producer. Recent upward trends in 
required cost of R&D plant and equipment actually intensify the importance of the 
labor assigned to work with R&D physical capital. The cost of employing such labor, 
and cost of acquiring such capital, are critical factors in determining the location of 
R&D expenditures. 

16see U.S. Internal Revenue Code 1986 - Subtitle A, Ch.14 Part IV D, Section 41., Commerce Clearing 
House, Inc.,pp.4346-4359. 
- 8 "  

'~eported in, General Motors Coruoration Form 10-K, Annual Report for the Year ended December 31, 
1988, p.1-3. 

18~eported in, General Motors, 1989 Annual Reoort, p.35. 
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The U.S. ec;nomy stiU contains the largest number of employed engineers, 
natural scientists and related technicians in the world. No less than 2.45 million 
de eed engineers and natural scientists, were employed in 1988. An additional 1.27 
m i!f ion related engineerin and science technicians and technologists can be added to 
this figure, for a total o f 3.73 million scientific and engineering personnel.19 A 
comparable, and perhaps rather favorable figure, for the Canadian economy was 433 
thousand in 1988.20 To the U.S. figure must be added almost 101,500, Ph.D.-level 
natural scientists and engineers, that teach as facult in universities and colleges, as K well as perhaps 173,000 active graduate students in t ese fields in 1988.21 

The U.S. Department of Labor (USDOL) reports that in 1988, engineers made 
up about 4.3% of total employment in the U.S. motor vehicle industry (SIC 371). A 
rou h count, then, for that year would be 37,000 engineers. About half of these P pro essionals were mechanical engineers, with the rest distributed across the fields 
of electrical, material science, and industrial engineering. To this figure can be 
added 27,000 natural scientists, computer programmers, and engineerin and science 
technicians. Altogether, the count for these occupations constitutes a i out 7.4% of 
total employment in the industry, a not especially high proportion for the science and 
engineering fields, particularly when compared to percentages in the aerospace and 
electrical equipment industries.22 

The NSF surveys the number of full-time-equivalent scientists and engineers, 
and related technicians solely engaged in industrial research and development. In 
1987, for example, NSF estimates that the U.S. motor vehicle industry employed 50.6 
thousand R&D natural scientists and engineers full-time.23 This level represents an 
all-time record for such employment, at almost twice the level estimated for 1978. 
Yet the NSF's measurement differs significantly from that of the USDOL. NSF 
results indicate that an almost unbelievable 79% (50.6/64.0)of total engineering and 
science personnel in the industry are fully committed to R&D activities. In truth, 
the 1987 NSF R&D em loyment figure is a serious overestimate. NSF permits one F of the large responding Ems (GM) to include employment of scientists and engineers 
at two new nonautomotive acquisitions (Hughes Aircraft and EDS). R&D activities 
at these two subsidiary f ~ m s  are of such a general scale that even the NSF's overall 
post-1985, estimates af U.S. automotive R&D spending must be placed in serious 
doubt.24 

"u.s. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occuoational Proiections and Training Data, 
Bulletin 2351, (Washington D.C. April 1990), p.20-22. 

20~tatistics Canada,Zabour Force and Employment by Detailed Occupation and Sex, Canada, Annual 
Averages 1988," Labour Force Annual Averages, 1981-88, Cat. 71-529. 

' l~at ional  Science Board, Science 6 Eneineerin~ Indicators - 1989, (Washington D.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1989) (NSB 89-I), pp.223,234. 

2 2 ~ . ~ .  Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occuoational Emoloment Statistics Survey: 
1988, (Washington D.C., 1989).Results for SIC 371. 

2 4 ~ e e  the discussion ofR&D employment figures for the U.S. motor vehicle industly in NSF 88-321, 
p.51. 
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The 1985 NSF total of 28,700 may be the most recent, reliable estimate of 
R&D em loyment in the U.S. motor vehicle industry. This level represents a serious B decline om the 1980 peak figure of 38,200, a reduction that matches well the 
considerable anecdotal information regarding reductions in Big 3 engineerin staffs, 
and the increase in contracted R&D activity to engineering service firms. T f e NSF 
also reports that in 1985, the U.S. motor vehicle industry employed 28 engineering 
and science R&D personnel per one-thousand in employment. The ratio makes 
sense, for in conjunction with the 28,700 figure above, it produces a total 
employment figure of about 804 thousand, which matches reasonably well the 
USDOL estimate for that year of 883 thousand. 

The NSF reports that 33 R&D scientists and engineers were employed per 
one-thousand total employment in the Japanese motor vehicle industry in 1985. 
This level of research employment intensity appears to be 18% higher than that in 
the U.S. industry. However, Japanese motor vehicle producers, as well as other 
industrial respondents, are not required to report the employment of R&D scientists 
and engineers in full-time-equivalents, so there is little reason to expect significant 
differences in industrial research employment intensity between the two c ~ u n t r i e s . ~ ~  
Similar information for the Canadian motor vehicle industry was unavailable to this 
study. 
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Table 3 

page 35 

U.S. Automotive Employment 
Total and R&D 

(thousands) 
1978-1987 

NSF 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
USDOL R&D Per R&D per R&D 
Em~lov. Emplov. 1000 Em~lovee 

D = Not disclosed by NSF to protect operations of individual companies. 
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and Earnings. 
National Science Foundation, Science and Technolow Resources in U.S. Industq, (NSF 88-321) (Washington D.C. 1989) 

The most outstanding characteristic of R&D employment in the U.S. motor 
vehicle industry is the NSF reported total expenditures per engineer and scientist 
employed. This statistic is simply computed by dividing total industry R&D 
expenditures by total industry R&D em loyment. In 1985, this ratio was $224,700 
per R&D worker in the motor vehicle in a ustry, or 64% higher than the $137,000 U.S. 
industry average.26 R&D cost per worker in the motor vehicle industry has always 
been the highest of any industry studied by NSF, and this difference has increased in 
recent ears. Since the NSF estimate of R&D e enditures excludes the funding of 
non-US: R&D and outside contracted R&D, the ? igher per-employee cost of motor 
vehicle R&D can result from either higher salaries or the use of more expensive 
R&D plant and equipment, or both. There is evidence to believe that both reasons 
have applied in recent years, with some considerable extra weight for the cost of 
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CAD/CAM and CAD/CAE equipment. If so, the high relative cost of R&D for the 
motor vehicle industry makes decisions on location especially sensitive to differences 
in the costs of capital, income taxes, and the ready ease of acquiring equipment from 
outside of the location. 

The NSF information discussed above can be used with recent numbers on 
Canadian automotive employment to project a comparable estimate of otential 
Canadian automotive R&D. In 1986,118,200 Canadians were employed in t g e motor 
vehicle and automotive parts manufacturing industries.27 A U.S. ratio of 28 
engineering and science R&D personnel per one thousand of industry employment 
projects a potential Canadian automotive R&D employment total of 4,221. This 
number can be used in turn with the $224,700 per employee R&D cost figure to 
project a otential of $948.6 million (US. $) in Canadian automotive R&D spending, 
or rough P y ten times the amount actually reported in Canada for 1986. This level of 
R&D spending would have constituted 2.5% of the dollar value of Canadian total 
automotive shipments in 1986, still less than the corresponding U.S. ratio of 3.8%. 

In early 1990, General Motors (GM) announced a six month, $1 billion cost 
cutting program that included reductions in expenditures for advertising, outside 
consulting, new tooling, program engineering materials, travel, and product 
development, as well as delays in salaried employee merit increases. Many types of 
hiring were suspended as well, except for one s ecial category400 new college 
graduates, especially newly graduated engineers. 0 i!' the almost uncountable number 
of expenses and programs the corporation could have cut, only the hiring of new, 
technical labor was protected. This action gives evidence that the continued supply 
of adequate, technical labor continues to be a necessary priority in the U.S. motor 
vehicle industry. 

There have been some recent concerns in the United States about the 
adequacy of the science and particularly the engineering labor supply. In 1986, U.S. 
colleges and universities granted a total of 213,971 "first" degrees in natural science 
and engineering, larger than the sum total of 175,395 for France, W. Germany, 
Japan, and the United Kingdom combined. Yet, only 77,061 of the U.S. degrees 
(36%) were awarded in engineering fields, a level almost matched alone by the 
Japanese graduation of 73,316 engineers (74% of the 99,668 1985 science and 
engineering graduates). A striking related statistic is that the Japanese "first degree" 
engineering figure represents no less than 4.4% of their of 22-year-old population, 
compared to 1.9% for the United States.28 

At first glance, it would appear that the U.S. sup ly of Ph.D. graduates in 
engineering and natural science is considerably stronger t \ an that for "first-degree" 
recipients. A total of 12,974 such doctoral degrees were granted in 1986, compared to 
2,961 in Japan. The lead in new engineering doctorates was smaller, 3,376 for the 
U.S. to 1,404 for Japan, but still the United States apparently maintained a 
comfortable two-to-one advantage in supply. Yet, over half of the new U.S. 
engineering doctorates were granted to foreign students, a startling turnaround in 
the potential competitive meaning of these figures.29 This possibly serious problem 

- 

27~rnployment data provided by Science Council of Canada 

28~ational Science Foundation, International Science and Technoloor Data Uodate 1988, (NSF 89- 
307)(Washington D.C., 19881, pp. 44-45. 
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is offset by the fact that less than 5% of the graduating foreign students were citizens 
of competitor nations such as Japan, France, Germany, or the United Kingdom. Of 
even greater importance, perhaps, is the continuing trend in immigration of natural 
scientists and engineers to the United States, which amounted to 10,746 in 1986. Of 
this total, 8,389 (78%) were aduate engineers, a large portion being recent 
graduates from U.S. colleges an f universities.30 

It can be argued that a proposed change in U.S. immigration policy regarding 
"shorta e" technical occupations is one of the few effective industrial policies now fi pursue at the federal level by the United States. Such a liberalization would match 
the general acceptance of forei graduate students in U.S. engineering education. 
R&D managers m the United f? tates could enjoy, then, a truly competitive world 
price for engineering and scientific talent. If domestic sup ly proves inadequate, 
needed personnel can be imported with relative ease. 8 anada has, of course, 
followed such a policy of selective immigration in recent years. Similar policy in the 
United States would require Canada to continue, if not expand, selective immigration 
policy concerning technical occupations in short supply. The true effect of targeted 
immigration policy, however, on relative R&D activity is unclear, given Canada's 
position in this area. 

A final observation should be made regarding the demand for, and the supply 
of, engineering and science technicians. Even at this late date in 1990, the USDOL 
has yet to defrne or track a new variety of engineering technician occupations closely 
related to the use of computer equipment in the design and testing phases of product 
innovation, or to the higher content of programmable electronics in durable goods 
such as motor vehicles. The number of employed "drafters," or those in drafting 
occupations, still forms an archaic definitional basis for labor projections in this area. 
As a result, little is known in an aggregate sense, about the present or future 
employment of such new technical occupations, or their training and suppl 
characteristics. Anecdotal evidence clearly indicates the essential importance of suc K 
staff in R&D activity in the motor vehicle industry, and recent difficulties in finding 
such employees. 

Ca~acitv for Contract Eneineerinq 

The U.S. contract engineerin and research service industries are enormous 
by any scale or definition. In 1987, t E e industry grou , engineering and architectural 
services (SIC 871) employed 747,000, and generate g $53.6 billion in revenues from 
62,300 establishments. A separate industry group, commercial and noncommercial 
research, development and testing services, employed 330,000, and enerated $22.5 
billion in revenues fkom 64,000 establishments. To these fi es s ould be added cr fl 
parts of the $54.0 billion computer programming (SIC 737) in ustry, which employed 
637,000 in almost 40,000 establishments in 1987.31 

30Q& pp.40. 

3 1 ~ . ~ .  Bureau of the Census, 1987 Census of Service Industries. Geomohic Area Series, SC87-A-52. 
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The NSF h b  produced a recent separate estimate for the number of 
engineering and science personnel employed in the U.S. business and related services 
sector in 1988. A total of 417,000 scientists and engineers were employed in these 
industries in 1988. This total contained 310,000 engineers, which included 47,000 
mechanical engineers and 108,000 electrical en vers .32 Additional survey results 
from the NSF indicate that in 1986, 157,400 .S. engineers reported themselves 
primaril engaged in consulting in the service-producing sector, a 200% increase over 
the leve l' reporting this activity in 1976.33 

Information concerning the portion of automotive R&D contracted to the 
independent engineering services is quite sketchy. The NSF reports that $2.58 
billion in R&D were contracted to outside organizations by U.S. industrial firms in 
1987. This represents only 4.1% of the $62.80 billion in company, industrial R&D 
funding that year. A separate amount for the motor vehicle industry was not 
disclosed. The NSF also reports that U.S. companies, or their foreign subsidiaries, 
performed $5.02 billion in R&D in other countries in 1987, at a ratio of about 8.0% to 
U.S. activity. Once again, a separate estimate for the motor vehicle industry was not 
disclosed. In fact the last time the automotive, foreign R&D figure was revealed by 
the NSF was 1977. That ear, U.S. motor vehicle firms reported spending $514 
million on forei -source D, at a ratio of 17.8% to total R&D domestic fundin of f? R i  a $2.89 billion. T ere,is reason (primarily 10-K form data) to believe that the NSF as 
clearly underestimated both outside, contracted, and foreign sourced industrial R&D 
in recent years. 

The Canadian contract engineering industry generated revenues of $3.43 
billion ($ Can.) in 1986, and employed 52,000 in 35,000 separate establishments. 
While revenues per employee were not too distant from U.S. (SIC 871) levels, in 
terms of total average revenue, the average U.S. engineering firm was almost nine 
times the size of the average Canadian services firm. The Canadian computer 
programming industry achieved revenues on the order of $1.11 billion in 1986, and 
emplo ed almost 35,000 in 5,600 establishments. The difference with the scale of 
U.S. % ~ r m s  (SIC 737) in this area is even more severe than that in contract 
engineering.34 

Canadian contract engineering firms exported $450 million in services in 1986, 
a considerable surplus over the $25 million in imports of engineering services for that 
year. The low import level for contract engineering is quite surprising. If this 
surplus is the actual result of severe trade restrictions on the activities of foreign 
engineering service firms in the Canadian economy, the long-term cost of this policy 
may indeed outwei h the short-run trade benefits. Large, multi-national f engineering service lrms value high1 the mobility and accessibility of their 
performing staff, regardless of nation d ty. The same can be said for the major 
customers of these firms. Residency and nationality restrictions on the movement 
and placement of technical staff may be too high a price to pay for many of even the 
largest of these firms, and certainly makes little sense in terms of policies designed 
to promote the long-term development of such an industry. 

32~ational Science Board, Science & Endneering Indicators - 1989, pp.237-238. 

33~ational Science Foundation, OD. cit., p. 83 

3 4 ~ a t a  for Canadian contract engineering industry provided by Science Council of Canada. 
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Conclusions 

The ability to derive and state conclusions on the subject of relative Canadian 
automotive R&D is directly limited by the scarcity of information available to this 
study. This is true despite the considerable effort made to obtain every available 
source of aggregate information on the subject. Nevertheless, general findings or 
observations are as follows: 

The recent trends in U.S. and Canadian funding of automotive R&D still 
appear to be cyclical in nature. After initial increases in the mid-1980s, growth 
in funding, as reported by the OEs, appears to have leveled off, and perhaps 
slightly decreased. This is an ominous development, given any reasonable 
forecast of competitive and regulatory future challenges to the North 
American motor vehicle industry. 

The relative disparity between U.S. and Canadian automotive R&D activity is 
real and still exists. On any comparative basis, automotive R&D is performed 
in the United States, as much as ten times the Canadian rate. 

Investment tax credit policy has little relevance to reported levels of 
automotive R&D. Less than 20% of incremental spending may qualify for such 
credits. There is little reason to believe that basic research, as defined, is 
fundamental to the competitive performance of the industry, or even 
specifically automotive R&D activity. The range of qualified tax credit activity 
must be broadened for this type of policy to generate any effectiveness. 

The supply of skilled labor is critical to the performance of automotive R&D. 
The United States enjoys enormous advantages in this area due to the scale of 
its higher education system, and relatively open immigration olicies related 
to shortage occupations. Canada has a gressively matched an exceeded U.S. !i B 
policy on immi ation, but may lag t e U.S. educational base in technical 
education. Litt r e is known about the development of new critical occupations 
in automotive R&D, and a possible leverage point can be achieved by training 
and supply programs in these skill areas. 

Little is known, also, regarding contract engineering activity in the motor 
vehicle industry. Once again, the U.S. possesses considerable relative 
advantage in the scale and flexibility of its hi-tech service sector. Some 
leverage could be gained by Canadian olicies that exclude this sector from 
trade restrictions, or certain value-adde a business taxes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As we indicated in our phone call, these interviews are being conducted for two 
reasons. First, we are generally interested in recent developments and changes in 
the focus and patterns of automotive R&D e g ,  particularly in regard to the 
roles of different functions, firms, and agencies in this process. Second, we are 
interested in the geogra hical sitinq of automotive R&D, and the factors that P promote or inhibit the se ection of certain location for such activity, Both of these 
interests reflect our broader interest in changes in the North American industry as a 
result of global competition. 

As you know, automotive R&D effort can take many forms. We are particularly 
interested in three types. First, basic research or "breakthrough", where the effort is 
targeted on new discoveries in the basic sciences and where the applications to 
roduct, rocess, or materials technoloq is speculative rather than established. 

[econd, $evelopmental engineering or 'innovation", where the effort builds on 
established basic science and focuses on develping new product, process, or materials 
technology for automotive application. Third, a~plications engineering or 
"adaptation", where both the basic science and technology are established and the 
research effort focuses on adapting or enhancing its implementation in product, 
process, or materials, fre uently tied to a specific developmental program. We are 1 interested in all three oft ese forms or types of automotive R&D. 

While our interest focuses on the vehicle manufacturers, we are interested in the 
R&D efforts of the entire industry. This includes both the Big Three and the NAM's 
(for New American Manufacturer, the North American facilities of offshore 
com anies), It also includes suppliers of raw materials, parts, and components 
(&c suppliers) for new vehicles, and contract engineering, or engineering service 
firms, as well. Any of these types of companies can be important sources of R&D 
effort. 

Your responses will be completely confidential: nothing you tell us will be reported in 
a fashion that would indicate that you or your company were the source. It is 
important for our efforts that you 've us your frank opinions and views on these 
issues. We realize that our schedu full, and we appreciate the time you're 
giving us. We are confi 2' ent that this assessment will benefit the North 
American industry as it continues to change and develop. 

Interviewee: 

Date and time: 
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II. LEVELSAND TYPES OF AUTOMOTIVE R&D A C T M T Y  

We are interested in both the level of automotive R&D activity and the t es of % activities it encompasses, spanning breakthrough, innovation, and adaptation e orts. 

1. a. First, what are some examples of breakthrough or basic research that your 
company has pursued over the past ten years? 

b. Second, what are some examples of innovation efforts that you have 
pursued over the past ten years? 

c. Third, what are some examples of adaptation that you have pursued over 
the past ten years? 

2. a. Considering all three kinds of R&D effort, what would you estimate the 
entire North American industry, including manufacturers and both types of 
suppliers, spent in total on automotive R&D during 1989? 

b. How about the annual average for the past five years, 1985-1989? 

3. Considering the past five years of North American automotive R&D, 

a. What percent of this would you estimate was funded by the Big Three? - 

b. By the NAM's? - 
c. By the automotive RMPC suppliers? - 

d. By the engineering service firms? - 
e. By the National governments? - 
f. Do you expect that this distribution of R&D effort will change over the next 

five to ten years? Yes - No. (If yes) How do you expect it to change, and why do 
you think it will? - 

g. You estimate (from 3a) that % of this total R&D effort is funded by the 
Big Three. How do you think this is m a d  over GM , Ford , and Chrysler 

9 - - . . 
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4. We'd like to develop a better understanding of how the industry's total R&D 
effort breah out: 

a. First, what percent of the total would you estimate goes to adaptation 
engineering efforts, such as those tied to particular product programs - versus 
more innovative efforts - or to breakthrough research - ? 

b. Second, what percent of this total adaptation engineering effort goes to 
product engineering - versus manufacturing or process engineering - ? 

c. Third, what percentage of product engineering goes to vehicle programs 
- versus part/component programs - ? 

d. Do you think there has been any shift in these expenditure patterns over 
the past five years or so? 

III. SOURCING OFAUTOMOTNE R&D 

5 .  We are also interested in how your company's R&D budget is allocated across 
different potential sources of R&D. Thinking first of adaptive engineering, what 
percentage of your R&D expenditure is actually incurred in each of the following 
potential sources? (READ LIST) Next, developmental? (READ LIST) 

BREAKTHROUGH INNOVATION ADAPTATION 

In-house? - - 
Other vehicle makers? - 
RMPC suppliers? - 
ES firms? - - - 
Universities? - - 
Industry Consortia? - 
Any other sources? - - - 

6. What shifts, if any, do you expect to see in this allocation over the next five to 
ten years? (PROBE FOR AMOUNT, NOT JUST DIRECTION.) What factors will 
drive this process? 

7 .  What are the major factors that influence the decision to use a  articular 
source of R&D, say, in-Louse versus an engineerin service firm? (PROBE: COST, 
TIME, TECHNICAL EXPERTISE, EQUIPMENT, E ~ N T U A L  MANUFACTURE.) 
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8. In your compan , where are most of the decisions about where to source 3 automotive R&D made. Does this depend on the type of R&D, size of project, budget 
responsibility, and so forth? 

N. GEOGRAPHICAL SITING OFAUTOMOTNE R&D 

North America offers three national sites for automotive R&D, just as it does for 
production. We are interested in the distribution of automotive R&D across Canada, 
Mexico, and the United States, and how that may change and develop in the future. 

9. Thinking first of adaptive en eering, what percentage of total North 
U Y  American 1989 R&D expenditures wo d you estimate were incurred in each of these 

nations? (READ LIST) Next, innovation? (READ LIST) Finally, breakthrough? 
(READ LIST) 

BREAKTHROUGH INNOVATION ADAPTATION 

CANADA? 

MEXICO? 

UNITED STATES? 

10. Does your company's distribution of automotive R&D across the three 
countries follow this pattern? (PROBE FOR DIFFERENCES, IF ANY.) 

11. There have been shifts in roduction activity across Canada, Mexico, and the 
United States over the past deca 2 e. Do you think there have been any such shifts in 
automotive R&D activity over that period, or would these 1989 estimates hold for 
1980 as well? Does this differ across the three types of R&D: breakthrough, 
innovation, and adaptation? 

12. What shifts, if any, do you expect to see in this distribution over the next five 
to ten years, out to 1995 or 2000? (PROBE FOR AMOUNT, NOT JUST 
DIRECTION, AND WHETHER MORE OR LESS APPLICABLE TO BIG THREE, 
NAM, AND ES FIRMS.) IF SHIFTS: Do these changes relate in any way to the 
changed sourcing patterns we discussed earlier? 

13. What are the major factors that influence the decision to site R&D in one 
country or another? (PROBE: COST, TIME, TECHNICAL EXPERTISE, 
EQUIPMENT, EVENTUAL MANUFACTURE, GOVERNMENT AND TAX 
POLICIES.) 

14. In your company, where are most of the decisions about where to site 
automotive R&D made? Does this depend on the type of R&D, size of project, and so 
forth? 
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15. Does sourcing of automotive R&D or engineering from outside North America, 
say in Europe or Japan, pose a significant threat to current levels of North American 
activity in general, or to any of these three countries in particular? Why is that? 

16. Considering each of these countries, which one represents the preferred site 
for North American automotive R&D, and why is that? 

17. Does that preference vary si@cantly 

a. over type of R&D (breakthrough, innovation, or adaptation)? 

b. by product type? 

c. by material? 

d. by process? 

e. by whether the work is performed in-house or outsourced? 

f. by size of expenditure? 

Now we'd like to explore your views of the suitability of these three countries as sites 
for automotive R&D in a bit more detail. First, considering Canada .... 
18. What are Canada's current major advantages or strengths as a site for 
automotive E D ?  (PROBES: Technical resources/infrastructure? Educational 
infrastructure? Human resources? Government policies? Cost structure?) 

19. What are its current major disadvantages or weaknesses as a site for 
automotive R&D? (PROBES: Technical resources/infrastructure? Educational 
infrastructure? Human resources? Government policies? Cost structure?) 

20. What are the one or two changes or developments that would have the most 
effect in making Canada more attractive as an automotive E D  site? 

21. Your response to question 12 indicates that you expect automotive E D  in 
Canada to (grow, decrease, stay about the same). What factors will drive this 
process, and do they differ for different t es of companies, for example, the Big 
Three versus the NAMs? (PROBE FOR TEFHNICAL, POLICY, ETC.) 
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Next, considering the United States .... 

22. What are the U. S.'s current major advantages or strengths as a site for 
automotive R&D? (PROBES: Technical resources/infrastructure? Educational 
infrastructure? Human resources? Government policies? Cost structure?) 

23. What are its current major disadvantages or weaknesses as a site for 
automotive R&D? (PROBES: Technical resources/infrastructure? Educational 
infrastructure? Human resources? Government policies? Cost structure?) 

24. What are the one or two changes in the United States that would have the 
most effect in making it more attractive as an automotive R&D site? 

25. Your response to question 12 indicates that you expect automotive R&D in the 
United States to (grow, decrease, stay about the same). What factors will drive this 
process? (PROBE FOR TECHNICAL, POLICY, ETC.) 

26. And what about Mexico? How is it positioned in regard to securing R&D work? 

V. SUMMARY 

27. Finally, are there any general comments or observations you'd care to make on 
general developments in automotive R&D sourcing and siting that we haven't 
covered? 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH. 



Appendix 111 

Relevant News Articles 
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Automotive News. 
- ~ o r r ~ r a ~ . * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . l r r r m w ~ ~  November 26,1990 - m u r * - - n q - . -  - 66th y M . 0 0  per year, $2.00 prr COPY 

most of these tcchnid centers 
are undergoing aggmaive ex- 
pansion: 

At least $270 million is king 
sunk into new U.S. m e a d  and 
design facilities -- sane of them 
in the Big 3's home turf in Michi- 
gan. 

More than 2,400 desgnen and 
enweas will be on the Ameri- 
can staffs of the Japanese auto- 
makers by the end of 1992. 

The numben are stiU modest 
by Detroit standorb. Chysier 1 Grp., for instance, w i ~  mwli- 
date several thowvld engin-, 
designers and r e d  and d+ 
velopment pmnnel at its new 
Auburn Hill Tech Center by 
1992 

But Japan's new U S  technical 
n m  mpkc one tbiag Clem 
To pay for th& investments in 
new st&, new studios and test- 
ing operations, the Japanese au- 
tomaka3 expect to dl bun* 
o f ~ & ~ m i l l i o a ; r o f a d d i -  

made people In Ameda klle? You nrlly bm b,bo hen to lnl It." 

tional vehicies h N d  bcl ~ u i k e  full integmtion of d c  
during the 1990s and beyond . sign, engin&rhg and maaufac- 

Some of America's hottest ve= bring in America is more diffi- 
hides uc Japanese imports bum ' cult. Because most of the 
in U.S. design studicq i n c l u w  transplant factories hae are al- 

N i ' s  240SX, bhdm and ready straining to till demand for 
PaUltinkr basic products, the launch of 

Topto's cciicr, &ia mini- new vchiclea by sclt-mfficient 
van and, from a Japaaese de- U.S. subsidhie~~ rrmpinr yeur 
signer m sabbatical, the h x u  away for many. 
WOO One exception ia Hondr's Ac- 

Mazda's Mirta aud MPV mini- cord station wagon, wtrich will 
w - .  . .' . . ma RaD, prg, 42 

Reprinted with permission of Automotive News, Nov. 26, 1990, copyright Crain Communications 2 
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California and styling: Be there or be square 
w u m  cb@gp 
YmYmMmnR emm 

la Slptomkr, the king of luxury c u -  
makmbtokedovnandjoindaommon- 
en' dub. 

M U c e d a . B a r A G r n t ~ G a k u d  
S l & i e t o ~ t o o p a r m A m a i c l n  
a t y h g ~ i n ~ ~ ~ m l d a r : t o t L d  
inaprnt ionintha~stnrrrofSouth-  
an W o m i r  and tmndate it into dd@! 
idcu for futum bimxdccBan moddL 

" M a a b , & m d a l M y I d k a G a r m a  
cu." Steinio autianr. "Bur M mud stly in 
tououchwiththemuk(uDwd~" 

Not to k I& brbiad, Gammy'a V O b  
wr(laAGwlllopenaltUdloinSLmlVJLy, 
C I U t . ~ m n t h , f o r I P r @ l ~ t h r u r m ~  
mna. 

Such dnign cmm are notking new. 
SLm Toy- Moca Ca'r Wty Dm@ IL. 
A I a c d u p r b o p n a r t h a h r c b b . e k  
in 1973, hqwten han VO~W to Wvdr to 
Subuu haw go- into tha a& 

Detroit acknowledgn California, too. 
Ford hu an acludvr anme% with a pal- 
vateJtudIoLhaa,~dQynlamdGblog. 
mu deign mCm. 
k global armpritim katl up, tbar an- 

t e n w i l l p l a y m ~ v l t d r o l c h  
rddldoa to gmmtlng vchidr canapt4 with 
an American flavor, the stUdi01 rars u 
monitorhg port* k m n g  - m u -  
f a a u r m u p t o & t r o a c o ~ l m a ~ m d  
chM@gultral iPwfmm- 

clop to mat irbrlo. 
"You can m any at in Uw vorld on the 

rtnar hem," explain# Dave ikclun, mdio  
director at Toyota'a Wty facility. 'That 
kind of avlronmat  & ~ p r r t  for a daigna." 
Toyou u spending $17 &on to tnpl. the 
abdthropa8tionudaplnditBdeQn 
staff ban about 45 ta 66. 
The wgmy for U.S-infl(~nctd d y g  

E U y k ~ 1 4 h t h a J 8 7 :  thaulllrrd 
S t ~ t u i r W i u s r J ~ ~ H a n d r  
Mo~CaLtd.&mocuIinthaUaited 

R&D 
mom P M  1 

begin produaioa in tha nett few 
weeks in Marvaville, Ohio, m d  
w h i d l w r r ~ y ~ M d  
designed by Honda Motor Co.'s 
U.S e m p b y m  fhweb hrd on 
the Japanese-designed Accord 
dm, the MW w q m  w U.3.- 

3 ? 2 ~ P S '  
host of U.S.-en@wmd compo- 
nents. 

Slowly but d y ,  the Japur r r  
art getting clcrsr to intcgRUng d e  
sign, engmwhg and mufu!tur- 
mg m Amnia  

Gobi shelved 
Conaider the N h n  Gobi, the 

concept vehicle that aoPrd a u+. 
phirticated pickup with ao- 
off the a t m u  of Roger Rabbit': 
Toon Town. 

The draaful utrb Gobi w u  tha 
brainchild of N b  Motor Co.'s 
SM Dlqo  m a u v e  t m  N b .  
Dkngn Intemacional. It atole the 
North American international 
Auto Show in Detmit last J m w y  
when it was unveiled. 

Nissan officillr said the U.S. 
manutacturing company would 
bwld the low-volume vehicle. its 
U.S. engfplan wm Jrrdy look- 
ing into & when and how. TO rll 
a p p w n c c a  It w u  a U.S prow 
wmg U.S. technical nrourcar to 
produo a US.- ad -cn- 
(linead vchidr unda a Japrnar 
mcphte. 

But by rumma, the whoL i d a  
hadbmlunnad-dcanadtirun. 
cially unfeuibk 
Thr Gobi probably would haw 

r q d  N b  to build a d 
U.S. vlcmbly plant and atmined 
U.S. engirming rsoureek Chnrdr 
assembly would have consumed 
capacity a t  Niaaan's plant in 
S m y n  T m ,  which K cumntly 
juggling a new Stntro, a pickup, 
and piuu lor a sacood sedan and, 
pmibly, the PaPnthdar. 

The Gobi now dm in an r&d ccn- 
ur in Japan. Although it wca't k 
built, Japanese derigners are 
cunouly scruttnlung it to learn 
how therr Californra colleagues 
upped the Ammcan fancy. 

,'It's a difficult th~nu to expia~n 

t o ~ s r y 8 ~ d H f n h k r s ,  
Ntprn D d g u  htrrmttaul mcu- 
Uvr v i a  prmdai "Whrt w u  it 
about the Gobi that nudo proelo in 
~ c a & Y o u r m u y  haw to 
k h a n t o f a l i l "  

A P p ~ n u y ,  plmty 01 imporla 
r(pa with Wbq. 

Toyota Motor Co. ir spmdlng 
W4rmllioatoaprndiUClltyDc 
sign Rnearch Inc. in Newpon 
Beach, Calif., adding mtha 20 

Iauau Motors Ltd. occupies a 
new studio in Curlto#, W h j i .  
Hervy I n d u m a  Ltd r m i n t a i ~  a 
d r i g n  center in Garden Grove, 
calif., to pmdua Conceptl !or itl 
Subuu vehida, Even M e r c b  
Bar ,413, thrking of the Eumparn 
Impom OpefNd shop in SIprankr 
in W e ,  W.. :o rcnd dadgna 
back to Germmy. 

Volvo AB of S u d a n  open- a 
~omiratudiobaClmmlla,md 
Volkawam AG opened oru thia 
nlalth in Skni vplby, 

~ ~ a ~ a f m & r ~ . '  
Ing s t a r  In deaign a t  General 
M o t o r r ~ t o N L u n m d t o C o l -  
ifomia 11 y a n  ago to flnd new, 
mluw oppomrnitica HL( stay u 
notundamongrbcltudiorup 
Paddatmthecoul 

"It'r a w o n d d  fee&u~ to do. 
aign a car the Way you think it 
r h a r l d l * ~ d t o h a v e t h a a m -  
pray taAu the drawing md build it 
Wuy0usrid"Hlnkbqrxpkinr. 
"If t h q  wiggle o w  r d a a  more 
tbn thrw lluumcara,! get lcltar 
of apologr h m  J a m .  

A d d  Dave Hackett, a former 
Ford Motor Co, designer who ir 
now studio d i m t o r  at Toyota'a 
Wty: "In DetmiL you're too d a w  
b aome m a  pmident's offlce. It's 
too e u y  for the ~WLMI gup to 
drop amund to see what you're 
doing. After 8 while, you know 
what they think, ao you son of 
CMmr youncll" 

Ves that bind 
Japan's burgeoning U.S. rcchni- 

cal centen are proving adept at 
translating drawinga lmm Japan 
into machinery and cornponenu 
that meet US. s ~ f i c a l i o n s .  

S I . t m f o r & m d d h J a p m .  
Mon th.n rhs  the Japuwr  am now at. 

tampttng to develop integrated U.S. ~ b m -  
diaries capable of dmgning, engineering 
md pmducing can and mcka in Amena 
!or Amcriee Marc of tha w a  Cout rolom 
urrtrllbaoyoungformy of thdrconcepU 
to k in pmdudon rt  the J a p . n a  tmm 
p h t r  But pluu 4 for m w  U.S. demgn 
innuenw 
0 Hon& of Arnrrlu Manufacturing Inc. 
In l l~hunchmAcwrdst l t ionw~ 
that w u  deqpd u a )out U.S.Japracr 
ardrrvor. 

N b  Motor Ca'8 n e x t - m t l m  Path- 
h* rport.utuIty - 8 concept orighuy 
drafted r t  N h n  Design Intomrtionrl in 
S u r D ~ - w l l l p m b . b l y  k b u i l t 8 t N b  
un'r Smvma TOM.. o h t  in the mid- 19901. 
,N& D&I ~n&ti&ii puua- 
p t a d m t h e ~ o f a n n v S t u v r ~ I a f c  
nmt that Smym WU produa m hte  1992. 

And Subw-buar Auromotivr Inc. m La- 
fayeta, Ind., Inll cvrntwlly add a new Su- 
~ e u t o i U p m l ~ m L r t b a t ~ t k  
~ o a a ~ h S u h r u ~ C c n -  
ta m Gaden Grove, W. Th.t fw-yau-  
old atudh hu m h n n l  at Ieut 15 o ~ p U  
t o h e n d q u l t m K I J . p r a f a t b ~ ~  
d w h i c h h r v e b e ~ ~ a c u x d i n g t o  
muit0 had  Y u ~  Ucmun 

So fu, Jap.n4r U.S. pmductton - Lvply 
Loovrd oa brd$ hi~-v01ully paoducrr - 
m d i t l ~ s b ~ p u e y s u r  

r p u r  The connpt lab l o w  on products 
that am t h m  lo live years ahead of the 
market. Few uwplun t  factories even have 
upaa ty  to buld for new products. 

Memwhile, studio heada in California 
chim the mixture of h~d-back Weat C m t  
e J t u n u d y w t N u l a q y i s a f l ~ g  
m u w  envimnmmt for -a 

W t y  wiU add a color lab to concrnvPt8 
on tnndc in color. A fabric nwvch oMla at 
lvlrrdr and Dcvclopment of No- 
knala hc,  in IrvLu, w, bmnl Plmat 
no tna of belonging to tha automotive in- 
dwty .  NLun'a &@ unit once dJoumcd 
for the afternoon so that iU design ttaM 
could go sw the movie "Batmm," kLLeWg 
i t t o k r i d l i n n w t r a n d s  

Not cvayom L mnvvlcrd that W o m i a  
is the b a t  olace to cxwrience Amenca. 
Jama W & C ~  nrueh dimror of tha In- 
u n u t i o d  Motor Vehicle Ropam at the 
Mafuchuu h t l t u t e  of Tochnolw, crllr 
the Moqh salons "trendy" md  says rhc 
W a t  Cout u not typiul of the count~y. 

"UHardrnr l ly  wantltowisr tha heaft- 
I.nd, thy'Utakethcudei@wn out ol W- 
fomh and put them in Ohio, which b a lot 
Jmer to ral Amuiu," Womrck sap. 

Such a m m  k i t  M y .  Sbrdio haKL PLD 
pomt out that young automotiw dengnus 
uaa to l IknUviqontheWatCoul . 'To  
a t t n a  young -4 we must k hem." 
M t m d d  S W e  uyt,'Thr Wonla Uc 
rryh ir vay a ~ v r .  

WmrmWYIIY*(.uI. 

TtWl Tmomr, CtO af Nhua Rlcrrrcb and O m ( a ) l ~ r ( ,  1 A l l  rlda ncr f8cllHy la M l c t ~ I w  "We nwd g o d  
clgl-. . . UM ao w 01 tu  U.S. a u m t o u ~  W I ~  IIW II talc NU." 

But m u r h d h g  coludve U.S. have to learn new methodr of ably man U.S. i n w l m t .  
cu-producing machina ccuid k a operating. I pradlct w-e will only 
~ o t w - ~ ~ i , t h . ~ t h h  h t o = * d . ~ ~ t t b c r  Mome~~~nsion 
t h a ~ o m i r d u d t a t o i h c ~  
p h t  LaCrOna W winds its way 
~ h J a p u n r r c c h o e n t a %  

Nimm Design Intrmational'r 
24OSX dcugn, for eumph ,  wart 
to Japan for production, while N b  
m ' a  Smyma plant concenmlzr 
on producing the Japanese- 
spwmdsenur. 

"It will take at least a d m &  to 
bring these operation8 up to 
s p d , "  say8 Jama Womack, re- 
search director for the Intema- 
t l m l  Motor Vehicle Pmgnm at 
the M811achuretts lnrtitutr ot 
TIEbnobv. 

"It will take young popla who 
can learn the company's way 0: 
doing thing &om the ground up, 
Womack sa~d. "And it wrll take a 
lot of domentic auppiiem who wll 

m&Yinthrnatcmhuy." 
Y* the fmva contlntinru. NLPrn 

hu n d y  completed a $5-on 
r&d center in Farmington HIIL, 
M L c h , i n ~ h c M o f B l g 3  c o w  
try, whem it wrll employ t bchnt- 
cal sraf i  of aIm& 500. A second 
NLun otttm in Ann Arbor. Mlch, 
now conduetr engine and power- 
train meudl: an mdicalion of the 
carmaker's p luu to open a U.S. 

pknt. 
Little by little, NLun's U.S, op 

ention la gaming e%puienn in v e  
hclr dcvclopmat. 

Tke two-door Sentra that went 
into production thla fnll war 
largely U.S..cngincmd horn J a p  
new clay modek. A new Stanza 
slated for model-yeu 1992 p d u c -  
tion In Smyma wll have conalder- 

At thr aune tim, Toyota Motor 
Co. is midway through a khnial 
orpuvion acnm the United S ta t a  
that unll boom product and compc- 
nat-engmcaing pemd from 
190 now o about 800 in four ycur. 

Toy- jut kicked off a $45 mil. 
lion a p M I o n  at iL1 Toyota Ted-  
nicnl Center in Ann Arbor, .MI&. 
That project follows Inrt year's 
opening of a Southfield, Mich., 
center to handle design engt- 
nedng  on body paneb and Dub 

Toyota PLO announced t h i ~  year 
that it d d  dcvclop a 12,000-acrr 
vehicle proving g m ~ d  in Aritotu 
-oneof thehccwaq's lugen. 

Honda Motor Ca LM ha can- 
rmtted at l e a  $27 million to a- 
panding Hon& Rearch and Dc- 

ur R60. pap, U 
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f c m d t o U t h e - n n t p h 4 b t " -  
n U w l y d a r b I e t k O b r o ~ O  
3 0 0 i a t h e b c y l D O Q I b r ~  
t l d  Hondr E n p e n a s  Nortb 
~ h M u y m l k r i u k ~ -  
p u d d h r b a n l a o ~  
to lbart 300, rrtb mm rdrd ex- 
PuvlaVllLlyto*. 

Exprnnmof tbchoI imdrm.  
p v r u b P d u n c l r l l l b m r r 1 b  
total U.S. r&d rtlthng over the 
M a n v o w t h r r C y ~ f m m t h e  
n v r r a t 3 0 0 t o m o r r ~ 6 0 0  

I n m r , ~ c h o w r r c 4 9 p r c s l t o l  
Vw S u b - L u s u  Auta!mUn la 
ouvpkn t  m kfrycnc. Ind, M 
ground m Now, U, Uur lumms 
on r new branch af it# Cabfmu~ 
r&d office, w h m  it e v m t u d y  
p h  b Q l p l q  150 tn corn- 
~ s m = n q ,  enm -g md  

%2bE%olon Corp m d  
MudrMotmCorpaehmullt.m 
h r o t a c b a l o t t l a r m ~  

Takahi  Tmumr, pmidmt of 
Nllun's r&d opnhosl m Ucb- 
~ u ~ r n ~ ~ a l  
w t s m A m a l a  
"We n e d  good mgininrm ia 

Amerlcr In order to produce 
Ammcm 9 and 80 p w t  d 
dl U.S. rutamoQve h 
inthburr"hemyl. 

"Mort U.S. nrppLm bvc opar- 
how hen How cm n erublvb 
Ielatlorvhrp wtb tba people If 
we 11ve m Tokyo' How can you 
ma@ne the Amarom auullw't 
wry of hvvlg 11 you h m Tokyo, 
u r a J r p u w c h a u * m d d n w m  
J r p u u r  hlghwryr" 

Grand strategisr 
Why bow Kamnng QqeEsh 

dtrign m d  dwdoprnent cram 
h u c  wnm mcmq J r p r a a  a r p  
nurtioar W d v  Jrrm MU& 28 
p m m t  of the us. cvlw&t; 
k, obvious rruon u Jrp.nlr b 

nrr 0 Lvcp up nth m evohmg 
Amenun NIIOma Subtle mvlnt 
rhrhc-Wrcthedcmvdfarau- 
v l a ,  more "Eumpem" styw - 
k=P lmpo- hoPFw 9. 
IlIhUlg N& A m a n  halib 8 
~ 1 t ~ h f ~ ~ E h ~ ~ d t o ~  
up pmducl l l t a r u a u  uld hnoy 
tookng,tbeJr~.aafaltbyaJ1 
rapondtvrptocmnmreroeadr 

WJuttioecu rplL compo- 
uwldvulugc TbcBlg3 lred .  
n r d y w r t v l g t o n d u c c t k ~  
t o b n n g a R r c D a c e p k t o m v h t  
G M w r n ~ t f ~ m t i b l m d f l m r f n ~ n  
r n  average 4 8  months to 24 
months Hondr shaved twerl l  
month of d d o p r m t  b x ~  otf lb 
c u r r a n t ~ m c d c l b y ~ a l  
r & d l n d ~ ~ r t t &  
MvyrvrllcA==dpLnt 

Another rauon IS the compla 
~ d d  01 U S .  J a m  poL- 
b a  c a n g r a d  USrndroe6- 
cuL~~lltmuetoprramJrpura 
8~LOmLLPnt4~1mmAmacra-  
made components. k the tmw 
p h t s  d t  lbanrlvr to pur- 
chulng greater voluma of US. 
puu,tby~wnvlly-b 
I o w a  to opa t e d m ~ ~ I  emten 
to m& it pambls 
h rddlbon, tbe Llqranr oi tbc 

techniul mtcn and rtrtt m m b  
u domallc contmt. Higher do= 
m a t l c  CO8Mt imporlsr- 
p o r t d o ~ m d a n & d d v u ~ t r ( l  
m c r l n r l r t q  corponte r r a y c  
fuel economy 

Allof thceent lnmulrm(mr 
gmwrng list of duhcr: qurllfym( 
suppl~en,  help~ng rupplrnr dc- 
wlop mu CMWnQr* md tm-c 
the hc produeh mvd me u 
reduced for u S -bad  nunub3 
tunnecnllvr-&Wa,.rd 
the level of U S  componenty m 
fheunIIdowly muuan& 
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- 
'Ahnoot A l b M c ~ n .  

Hoodr'r upcan@ a- 
tim wrgm offer 1 (limp into 
r b r t t b r U p l d d N a t h *  
an opartirm an do. A b u # h  
budontbcJa- 
A c c o r d w d m , t h e ~ 1 r y o n L  
t b e ~ t b t m y o i t k t m I w  
plan? h u  came to ma t ing  m 
-=--thrPyh 
pun- 

In Dmmkr, Hondr'r Yuy- 
*AccordpLrntarillktmchtbr 
ryoa b a d  on prntorypar that 
rrar built by HaIda Ea@wmg 
mMuyNilk.Hondrtwillulem- 
chinay and d k  t h t  w e e  built 
m-ate. It wilJ d y  on Ipdfia- 
~ h o m ~ r A u i i n M y r r  
vllLrodhmwn*d=wm 
d u d  both in J r p m  md in itc 
radiminTmMa,CIUL 

~ o f t b e ~ r ~ d c  
vclopdin J a p  F m n  t b e . h t  
r r t i a R l r d t k a r L h g d y t h e  
wcni of Hoadr of J ~ p r p  But the 
m t  - .tnctuding h u n M  of 
l r n i s v c ~ ~ d c v d o p d ~  
uppiudbyN0rhAma)cmannI 
- i sdcddcd lyHoabdAmPh 

The door bridles for the new 
pmduarhaa*ap.ndcduS. 
mtpporl il ncecruy. In Japm, 
H o n & h w n H t t k r b w t ~  
t o r h l d l e I , r h i c b m o u ~  
T o c r r r t e h d h t o r t h e a n g m ,  
A m a i a n ~ h d t o d c v d o p  
t k b c f m m n n t m m ~  
iatheM.lynripcLdlityrttb~ 

% ~ t o k k . d o Y ( ^  
W J o h a A d r m * l W a a b Q P  
nadng vice pmidcnt who ame 
t o H m b b u n r m m p a a r *  
mrtion company in Columbuc, 
Ohio. "If we're.#* to develop 
one section of our company in 
Nor(b Amma we bcllcvc it's IW- 
a n ! y t o d r n l c p ~ . F o r a u  
m m m  to 011finw to dc- 
vc lapdhmrca rhJha r , ) rou  
n d  a q m e m g  m d  r&d nrp *" 
l'be ringsring gap 

Hondl't decision to build the 
won pmtotyp in-hour rather 
tbrntbDuehrUS.mrgpcrbop, 
u the Big 3 unnmoniy do, illw 
t n t a  lingering d i i f enn ta  be 
tween the trrnrplantr m d  the 
Big 3. 
laidrlly, Hondl 0 t n d . l  rm 

~~namcd that d t y  might be 
b n r c W b y h v o h h g m a r M d r  
r b o p i n t h e D e t r o i t a m . ~ ,  

l o u l ~ o f ~ ~ v c h k l c l  
m a h d r h a i u l a H m b o K i a a I 8  
dcmrrrdtok&mlyincammrrd 
of the p r o w s  cut and qrvltty 
d d k d n - r p a h m t b t A b r m  
md0tkHDDdrmcutiMrrtcr 
tou"U*Ihdarry." 

" W e h r ~ n o t l m r P b l c i o r r b a  
w e r i U b r d ~ t b u t w e  
are moving toward that foal," 
Adrrm pyl. "It's mt Ot I 
it't a p d t y .  We're wxhg m r 
mmpoacr p r o b h .  We're 
tOtlndpople.rtrolmallllngto 
cant lcun the HaIda way." 

~ b r , t h e ~ M b ~ d t o f  
t h e ~ A m q i ~ r d r d u l d  
dw@ operation8 m y  be rknple 
wavenima, bruiderable d d -  
0lpmcntxmlrrtlllt.tClphcein 
Japan, requiring mtpplisn m d  
U.S. rtrffr to shuttle back m d  
~ ~ p m M g p m e ~ ~  

t ~ l p i n e H a h ~ ~ t h e m o c i d r u  
largely engulcacd in Termemel. 
Wolt on Nima's I%XI US. m in 
1992 will mean numerow trips 
O n l y u t u u t h e D c M i t ~  

W h d m w  rutomakoru have -- 
I rnsemrch & design facllltia8 

-. -. d d  * . . .. > ,,.- 
r ' 

IMPORT R&D DESIGN CENTERS 
an k - 

I w )IrY 
W w l r R l D M ' k  

T c 4 M a .  W 197s R5 -sum. ~ n d ~ u m ~ n a a c y b  
pcPdm uldpo*ltlgcapmm 

w, am 1m m m w m m  RDQuand~pmmhpnNdr 
w v i a v w m t  WIMYIUDPIM6MOP- 

mwnml n m v .  
Hrrr-wAmdO 

utrvnrct ow0 1988 u, Rp-.paid*R WnddrmoOWnd 
d--,w 
v l d ~ v 1 0 ~  

bPllrWQIWtU'I*. 
G~llmcCIYl 1 W  Q Ilhm. V ~ d l ~ p ¶ h ~ U o . ~ a d h g .  

omatl -'=m 
m. loo0 18 SurrmOolP 

WprudnV 
-nOurmg,-. -w 

W n w O r  
Y d r M a u a r l ~ l l l * . " * r  

Ima W -ormnOdPOnnpnrrkO 
Isn I s - - '  Pcrar MWYIII,W,rn4. 

Am)rbor.Ylch 1Qb a -mud. E-m,nDnmO- 
\ -via- 

~mmych l* 'r wm~s~i.  ~ e a d m a * ~ ~ m r p k m o  
\ - n a v  WpMsomw 

-Wr- 
. cnMS.w lOZJ @TOmanr ,  c-blw@@warm 

r Y w U n U m  
r Sanr(Yd.Ylh 1W M tl YolhOlR EmLlurmWW,mordklrmd 

kDmardhnMnnYlDubolr 
-brp.nd-brp 

-03)1- 
: SnDNgO 107P I S w l h k a  !%pl r (ubo la~nd  

mmDom( l . t=P11w 
ba.IMo,kcY*,mIII. 

I I m M W k ~  
R v m o v m ~  1m QI TllphTnurm, EnomnodpmloUSara 

pcsa vh*r 
~mkba.~~ck 19n II, m k s h .  v-mmin~um.*pr*nd 

g m v  Dawmn-.aMprmnO 
W r r T * Y I I 1 W ,  

slmnGmrr,ClYl 1923 CS Wlrbgpcn Tca*:Mo)nd1111 
Sonpmm. ummrlodp 

suanGmrr.ClYl 1 13YSUmn 

c l n r o * r r ' k R ~ ~  
Kss&a%- 

m M . C W .  1973 15 W O h b r .  RaduaWomOqa krk,11) 
o l l e m n o ~  mb.LID)LYI. 

1- 1- C**c U.SA k. 
cflmnm-drmComn(nd 
~ n l l o c m ~  
Ta pm(dyp - bf U.S. mkl. 
W n l l n m o * ~ . r n  
m m m n m : - r r r m  
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Japanese, Big 3 
will compete next 
for design, talent 

6 I didn't think whether 
I would end up with a 
domestic company or a 
Japanese company. To 
me it was all design. 9 

A1 Palm 
Toyota,vehide designer 

- 
Second of hoo Pam 

L%C?:, 
A1 Palms, 26, went to work laat 

I y t u  for Toyota ,Motor Ca sr 8 v e  
' hide dcdlpler. 

A recent gnduate of the Art 
CcnterCoJlegeofDaignin~ 
d a u , c a l K , ~ m w a v e r t t u  

. career quution that more and 
more younq automotive profedon- 

, ala will face in coming. decades: 
whether to go to work for a Big 3 ' hndcan autodwr  in Detdt, or 

; whdhe to work for the Japanem 
, 8 "I talked to General Moton," 

-- - 

ader (p , theBig3hdtbdrp i& 
O f d U l g D a n d ~ g n d u -  
atu m the caultry. 

Not m l y  ace b e  Japlacbh b t -  
tering away at the Big 3': mar- 
ket podtion8 -- now, f a d  with 
tbtmurtnr-ofkgcaewJa* 
ncatechid~lltaiaMictrigm, 
O h i o r a d W 0 d & b B & 3 h -  
vetocrmpacfwtbc.Qginazr,d~ 

and computer science tech- 
nicians who repmmt thdr f~Nrc. 

krthcrhortmfhcbigAmeri- 
ma compania cosltinue to rttnct 
and kap their hua of good en@- 

I 

Reprinted wi th  p e m i s s i o n  of Automotive News, Dec. 1 0 ,  1990,  copyr igh t  Crain Connnunications, Inc  

says Pilmo who e n d  up doiag a 
four-wuith GM intanship W o n  
gpmg to Toyatr'r California Mclr  
design studio. "I didn't think obout 
whether I would end up with a do= 
mestic company or a Japanese 
compauy. To me it was all d-" 

Hplf of the graduate# ot the M- 
tion's two lending automotive de- 
S@I scfroolc - the Art Centa md 
t.he Cater for creative Studia in 
Detroit - now opt for j o b  with 
the Japmera, according to pro- 
~ ~ r t t h e r c h o o l . A d c  




